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On Irreducible Symplectic Varieties of K3[n]-type in Positive Characteristic
Ziquan Yang
Abstract
We show that there is a good notion of irreducible sympelectic varieties of K3[n]-type over an
arbitrary field of characteristic zero or p > 2n. Then we construct mixed characteristic moduli spaces for
these varieties. Our main result is a generalization of Ogus’ crystalline Torelli theorem for supersingular
K3 surfaces. For applications, we answer a slight variant of a question asked by F. Charles on moduli
spaces of sheaves on K3 surfaces and give a crystalline Torelli theorem for supersingular cubic fourfolds.
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1 Introduction
A complex irreducible symplectic manifold, or a hyperkähler manifold, is a compact simply connected Kähler
manifold X whose H0(X,Ω2X) is generated by a nowhere vanishing holomorphic 2-form. A manifold is said
to be an irreducible symplectic manifold of K3[n]-type if it is deformation equivalent to the Hilbert scheme
of n points on a K3 surface. Such manifolds are natural generalizations of K3 surfaces. From now on we
will abbreviate “irreducible symplectic of K3[n]-type” to “K3[n]-type”.
The first goal of our paper is to show that there is a good notion of K3[n]-type varieties over a general
field k, when char k = 0 or p > 2n. In the following, whenever k denotes a perfect field of characteristic
p > 0, we write the associated ring of Witt vectors W (k) as W . For any projective variety Y , Y [n] denotes
the Hilbert scheme of n-points on Y . For any field k, k = k¯ means that k is algebraically closed.
Definition 1. Let X be a smooth projective variety over a field k.
(a) If k = k¯ and chark = 0, X is said to be of K3[n]-type if for some connected variety S over k there
exists a smooth projective family X → S and points s, s′ ∈ S(k) such that Xs∼=X and Xs′ ∼=Y [n] for
some K3 surface Y over k.
(b) If k = k¯ and chark = p > 0, X is said to be of K3[n]-type if it has the same Hodge numbers as
a complex K3[n]-type manifold, and for some finite flat extension V of W , there exists a smooth
projective lift XV of X over V such that (i) there exists a primitive polarization on X which extends
to XV , and (ii) XV has a geometric generic fiber of K3
[n]-type.
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(c) If k is not algebraically closed, X is said to be of K3[n]-type if for some algebraic closure k¯ of k, the
base change Xk¯ is of K3
[n]-type.
If k = C, X is of K3[n]-type if and only if its underlying manifold is of K3[n]-type (see (2.3.1)). Part
(b) of our definition is motivated by Deligne’s result [15, Cor. 1.7] that every (polarized) K3 surface in
characteristic p lifts to characteristic zero. Therefore, when n = 1, our definition is equivalent to the usual
definition. We will verify that when p > 2n, part (b) is independent of the choices of V and XV :
Theorem 2. Let X be a K3[n]-type variety over an algebraically closed field k with char k = p > 2n.
(a) For any line bundle ζ ∈ Pic (X), there exists a finite flat extension W ′ of W together with a formal
deformation X̂W ′ → SpfW ′ of X such that ζ extends to X̂W ′ .
(b) If XV ′ is another deformation of X over a finite flat extension V ′ of W such that some primitive
polarization on X extends to XV ′ , then every geometric generic fiber of XV ′ is of K3
[n]-type.
Under mild restrictions, the following constructions provide examples ofK3[n]-type varieties (see Sect. 4.4
and 4.5.): (i) The Hilbert scheme of n points on a K3 surface. (ii) The moduli space stable sheaves on a
K3 surface with a fixed Mukai vector. (iii) The Fano variety of lines on a cubic fourfold.
Next, we show that K3[n]-type varieties have a good mixed-characteristic moduli theory. We consider
the functor Mn,d which sends each scheme S over Z(p) to the groupoid of families of primitively polarized
K3[n]-type varieties of degree d over S. Our result is:
Theorem 3. Assume that p > 2n. Mn,d is a Deligne-Mumford stack of finite type over Z(p). Moreover,
Mn,d has a finite étale cover which is representable by a regular quasi-projective scheme.
More precisely, when equipped with orientations and appropriate level structures, primitively polarized
K3[n]-type varieties of degree d have a fine moduli space which is representable by a scheme and admits a
finite étale forgetful morphism to Mn,d (see (4.2.11) for details). The n = 1 case was treated thoroughly
in [48], [32] and [38]. When we take n > 1, the above theorem in particular addresses a question asked by
F. Charles in [12] on the boundedness of moduli spaces of stable sheaves on K3 surfaces (cf. (4.4.4)).
Thanks to the foundational work by Verbitsky [55], K3[n]-type varieties over C, as hyperkähler mani-
folds, satisfy a global Torelli theorem. In positive characteristics, Ogus proved a crystalline Torelli theo-
rem [46, Thm II] for supersingular K3 surfaces. We generalize Ogus’ theorem to supersingular K3[n]-type
varieties:
Theorem 4. Assume p > 2n and let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. Let X and X ′
be two supersingular K3[n]-type varieties over k. An isomorphism ψ : NS(X)
∼→ NS(X ′) is induced by an
isomorphism f : X ′
∼→ X if and only if ψ⊗Z[1/p] is a polarizable supersingular specialization operator and
ψ fits into a commutative diagram
NS(X) NS(X ′)
H2cris(X/W ) H
2
cris(X
′/W )
ψ
c1 c1
ψcris
with ψcris an isomorphism of W -modules. If n − 1 = 0, 1, or a prime power, then ψ is induced by an
isomorphism f if and only if ψ respects the top intersection numbers, sends some ample class to another
ample class, and fits into a diagram as above.
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Clearly this requires some explanation. In general, if k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0, a
K3[n]-type variety X over k is said to be supersingular if the Newton polygon of H2cris(X/W ) is a straight
line. Just as Ogus’ theorem was modeled on the classical Hodge theoretic Torelli theorem for K3 surfaces,
the above theorem is modeled on Verbitsky’s theorem (cf. [55, Thm 1.18], see also [35, Thm 1.3]):
Theorem 5. (Verbitsky) Let X,X ′ be complex irreducible symplectic varieties. An isomorphism of Hodge
structures ψ : H2(X,Z) → H2(X ′,Z) is induced by an isomorphism f : X ′ ∼→ X if and only if ψ is a
polarizable parallel transport operator.
As the name suggests, ψ is a polarizable parallel transport operator if and only if there exists a polarized
complex analytic family X → S of irreducible symplectic manifolds which contains X,X ′ as fibers and
realizes ψ via parallel transport along a topological path γ : [0, 1] → S. Therefore, a transposition of
the theorem to characteristic p is necessarily delicate. Supersingular specialization operators are natural
analogues for a family of supersingular K3[n]-type varieties (cf. (4.3.3)) we find to repalce parallel transport
operators. We will also introduce and make use of an intermediate notion of étale parallel transport
operators (cf. (4.3.1)). The notion of parallel transport operators play a fundamental role in the study
of complex hyperkähler manifolds/varieties. It is the author’s hope to illustrate by example of K3[n]-type
varieties how one can adapt and work with this notion in an arithmetic setting.
We study cubic fourfolds as applications. Let k be a perfect field with char k = p > 0. A cubic
hypersurface Y ⊂ P5, or cubic fourfold, is said to be supersingular if the Newton polygon of Hicris(X/W ) is
a straight line for every i. Below we denote by Chj(−)num the Chow group of codimension j cycles modulo
numerical equivalence. Let F¯p denote an algebraic closure of Fp.
Theorem 6. Assume p ≥ 7. Let Y and Y ′ be two supersingular cubic fourfolds over F¯p. Let h and h′
denote their hyperplane sections. An isomorphism ψ : Ch2(Y ′)num
∼→ Ch2(Y )num is induced by a projective
isomorphism f : Y
∼→ Y ′ if and only if ψ sends h′2 to h2 and fits into a commutative diagram
Ch2(Y ′)num Ch
2(Y )num
H4cris(Y
′/W ) H4cris(Y/W )
ψ
cl cl
ψcris
with ψcris an isomorphism of W -modules.
For a quick example of a supersingular cubic fourfold, the Fermat cubic
X30 +X
3
1 + · · ·+X35 = 0
is supersingular in every characteristic p ≡ −1 mod 3, by a general result of Shioda and Katsura (cf. [51]).
In fact, in characteristic p ≥ 7, the Fermat cubic is superspecial whenver it is supersingular (cf. (4.5.4)).
We will show that superspecial cubic fourfolds exist for almost every prime (cf. (4.5.10)).
Theorem 7. Superspecial cubic fourfolds over F¯p exist for a set of primes p of Dirichlet density 1.
Sketch of Main Ideas We first explain the proof of Thm 4, which is the main interest of the paper.
This is done in two steps. Let X,X ′ be two supersingular K3[n]-type varieties and ψ and ψcris be as
in Thm 4. First, we show that there exist lifts XW , X ′W of X,X
′ over W such that the isomorphism
ψdR : H
2
dR(XW /W )
∼→ H2dR(X ′W /W ) induced by ψcris via the crystalline-de Rham comparison isomorphism
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is absolutely Hodge on the generic fiber. This is predicted by the p-adic variational Hodge conjecture and
the local Torelli theorem forX,X ′. To give an unconditional proof, we choose appropriate polarizations and
construct for X,X ′ Kuga-Satake abelian varieties A,A′, which are abelian varieties with CSpin structures.
By the isogeny theory of mod p points of Shimura varieties of Hodge type, ψ is induced by an isogeny
ψ˜ : A→ A′ which commutes with CSpin structures. Moreover, using Cartan decomposition, we can choose
ψ˜ to be prime-to-p. A lifting of ψ˜ will then induce the desired absolute Hodge cycle. In particular, after
choosing an embedding W →֒ C, we get a Hodge isometry ψdR,C : H2(XW (C),Z) ∼→ H2(X ′W (C),Z).
Next, we need to show that ψdR,C is induced by parallel transport along a topological path. If n − 1
has only one prime factor, this is automatic. The key ingredient to show this for general n is Markman’s
explicit description of the monodromy groups of K3[n]-type manifolds. If Y is a manifold of K3[n]-type, its
monodromy groupMon2(Y ) is (up to sign) a congruence subgroup of O(H2(Y,Z)). Moreover, if p ∤ 2(n−1),
the p-component of this congruence subgroup is the full group. This allows us to check whether ψdR,C is a
parallel transport operator by passing to étale cohomology with prime-to-p coefficients, of which we have
good control. The trick then is to interpolate topological path with the étale path produced by ψ[1/p]
using the moduli spaces we construct for Thm 3, so that we can “lift” the étale path to a topological path.
To finish the proof, apply Verbitsky’s theorem to get an isomorphism fC : X ′W (C)
∼→ XW (C) and then
specialize this isomorphism to the desired f : X ′ ∼→ X using [37, Thm 2].
The main step for Thm 2 is to show that “being of K3[n]-type” is a property which is invariant under
specialization and generization in reasonable families (cf. (2.3.2), (2.3.5)). Then Thm 2 will follow from
some connectedness properties of local deformation spaces. For K3 surfaces, Thm 3 is essentially the main
result of Rizov’s paper [48]. The constructions in loc. cit. can easily be generalized provided that we
can prove (A) polarized K3[n]-type varieties of fixed degree form a bounded family and (B) non-trivial
automorphisms of such varieties can be killed by fine level structures on second étale cohomology. For K3
surfaces, Saint-Donat proved (A) in [50] using purely algebro-geometric arguments. By contrast, our proof
of (A) is a simplified variant of that of Thm 4 sketched above. The philosophy is to combine Verbitsky
and Markman’s results to reduce the boundedness of K3[n]-type varieties to that of abelian varieties. (B)
is known for K3[n]-type varieties over C. To treat the char p case, we show that automorphisms of non-
supersingular K3[n]-type varieties over F¯p always lift to characteristic zero. The supersingular case will be
treated by a different argument, which entails proving the divisorial Tate conjecture in advance.
Organization of Paper In Sect. 2, we establish some basic properties of K3[n]-type varieties, with an
emphasis on deformation theory. We will also give preparational lemmas on quadratic lattices and recap
Markman’s monodromy results. In Sect. 3, we review results on spinor Shimura varieties and the Kuga-
Satake period morphisms. In Sect. 4 we prove the theorems and discuss concrete examples of K3[n]-type
varieties. The appendix explains how to generalize [54, Prop. 10.3] which we shall need for Sect. 2.
Notations and Conventions
• Ẑ denotes the profinite completion of Z. Af := Ẑ⊗Q. Apf denotes the prime-to-p component of
Af . For any field κ, κ¯ denotes an algebraic closure of κ. When the letter k denotes a perfect field
of characteristic p > 0, we write W for W (k), K0 for W [1/p], and σ for the lift of the Frobenius
endomorphism x 7→ xp on k. The letter n always stands for some natural number ≥ 1.
• By a variety, we mean a separated scheme of finite type over a field. Unless otherwise noted, by a
point s on a scheme (or stack) S we always mean a field-valued point on S and we denote the field
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of definition of s by k(s).
• Let S be a scheme and X be an algebraic space over S whose geometric fibers are smooth proper
varieties. If ξ is a line bundle on X , we use mξ to denote the m-th power of ξ. We say ξ is primitive
if on every geometric fiber of X , the restriction of ξ is not a nontrivial power of another line bundle.
If S is the spectrum of a field, ξdimX denotes the top self-intersection number of ξ.
• Let S be a scheme on which p is locally nilpotent and G be a p-divisible group on S. We denote by
D(G ) the contravariant Dieudonné module of G . Denote by G ∗ the Serre dual of G .
• Let R be an integral domain with fraction field F . A quadratic lattice over R is a finitely generated
free R-module equipped with a symmetric bilinear pairing. Unless otherwise noted, the pairing
will be assumed to be non-degenerate. Let L be a quadratic lattice over R. Denote by disc(L)
the discriminant group L∨/L, which is equipped with a natural F/R-valued quadratic form. When
R = Z or Ẑ, we write Lp for L⊗RZp and Lp for L⊗RẐp for any prime p. If x ∈ L is any element, we
write x2 for 〈x, x〉. λn denotes the number (2n)!/(2nn!).
Acknowledgements It is a pleasure to thank Lin Chen and Yuchen Fu for discussions on topology,
Chenglong Yu and Zhiwei Zheng for discussions on quadratic forms and hyperkähler geometry, Sasha
Petrov for his help in the proof of (4.2.2) and Dori Bejleri for discussions on moduli spaces. I also had
helpful conversations with Qirui Li, Lucia Mocz, Ananth Shankar, Dan Bragg and Nikon Kurnosov. Many
thanks to my advisor Mark Kisin who offered valuable comments on the writing of the paper. Finally,
presenting an early version of these results at UC Berkeley and UVA was very helpful and I would like to
thank the organizers.
2 General Properties of K3[n]-type Varieties
2.1 Beauville-Bogomolov Forms Consider the following situation: Let R be a ring in which (2n)!
is not a zero divisor and V be a free R-module of finite rank. Suppose w : V ⊗2n → R is a symmetric
multilinear map such that for some symmetric bilinear pairing q : V ⊗2 → R,
w(α1, · · · , α2n) = 1
n!2n
∑
σ∈S2n
q(ασ(1), ασ(2)) · · · q(ασ(2n−1), α2n) (1)
where S2n is the symmetry group of 2n elements. In particular, w(α, · · · , α) = λnq(α, α)n for all α ∈ V .
We will repeatedly use the observation that for any element ξ ∈ V such that q(ξ, ξ) is not a zero divisor,
w(ξ, · · · , ξ, α) = 0 if and only if q(ξ, α) = 0, and q is completely determined by w and the value q(ξ, ξ) by
the following condition:
w(ξ, · · · , ξ, α, β) = λn−1q(α, β)q(ξ, ξ)n−1 , for all α, β such that w(ξ, · · · , ξ, α) = w(ξ, · · · , ξ, β) = 0. (2)
(2.1.1) For a K3[n]-type variety X over C, the Beauville-Bogomolov form on H2(X,Z) is the Z-valued
quadratic form q on H2(X,Z) such that (1) holds for w : H2(X,Z)⊗2n → Z given by cup product and for
any polarization ξ on X , q(c1(ξ), c1(ξ)) ∈ Z>0. Note that q(c1(ξ), c1(ξ)) is the unique root in Z>0 to the
equation ξ2n − λnxn = 0. H2(X,Z) is isomorphic as a quadratic lattice under q to Λn where (cf. [47])
Λ1 = U
⊕3 ⊕ E⊕28 and Λn = U⊕3 ⊕ E⊕28 ⊕ Z(2 − 2n) for n > 1.
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Here, U denotes the standard hyperbolic plane, E8 is the unique negative definite self-dual even lattice of
rank 8 and Z(2 − 2n) is the quadratic lattice over Z generated by a single element v with 〈v, v〉 = 2− 2n.
Clearly Λ1 is self-dual and Λ∨n/Λn∼=Z/(2n− 2)Z for n > 1.
Definition (2.1.2). Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0 and X be a variety over k. X is said
to be an excellent reduction of a K3[n]-type variety if there exists a totally ramified extension K of K0
with V := OK and a smooth projective family XV over V such that the generic fiber XK is of K3[n]-type
and XV⊗k∼=X , dimK HrdR(XK/K) = dimkHrdR(X/k) for every r ≥ 0 and the Hodge-de Rham spectral
sequence of XV degenerates at E1-page.
Note that an excellent reduction X necessarily has the same Hodge numbers as a complex K3[n]-type
variety. In particular, hi,j = 0 for i + j odd. By the universal coefficient theorem Hrcris(X/W ) is torsion
free for all r ≥ 0.
Proposition (2.1.3). Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0 and X/k be an excellent
reduction of a K3[n]-type variety. Then we have:
(a) c1 : NS(X)⊗Zℓ → H2ét(X,Zℓ(1)) is injective with torsion-free cokernel for every ℓ 6= p.
(b) c1 : NS(X)⊗Zp → H2cris(X/W )F=p is injective with torsion-free cokernel.
(c) NS(X) = Pic (X) and NS(X) is torsion-free.
Proof. The singular cohomology with Z-coefficints of a complex K3[n]-type manifold is torsion-free (cf. [34]),
so by the Artin comparison isomorphism and the smooth proper base change theorem, H1ét(X,Zℓ) = 0 and
H2
ét
(X,Zℓ) is torsion-free. By taking the cohomology of the Kummer sequence, one obtains an exact
sequence
0→ Pic (X) ×ℓ
m
→ Pic (X)→ H2
ét
(X,µℓm)→ Br(X)[ℓm].
This readily implies (a), as lim←−Br(X)[ℓ
m] is always torsion-free. (b) follows from [15, Rmk 3.5]. In (c),
the equality Pic (X) = NS(X) follows from the fact that Lie algebra of the Picard scheme of X can be
identified with H1(X,OX), which is zero. Since H2ét(X,Zℓ) and H2cris(X/W ) are torsion-free, NS(X) is
also torsion-free by (a) and (b).
Proposition (2.1.4). Let k be a perfect field and X be a variety over k. Assume n > 1. Suppose either
(i) chark = 0 and X is a K3[n]-type variety or (ii) chark = p ∤ 2(n− 1) and X is an excellent reduction
of a K3[n]-type variety.
Then for any ℓ 6= chark, there exists a unique Gal(k¯/k)-invariant pairing qX,ℓ : H2ét(Xk¯,Zℓ(1))⊗2 → Zℓ,
and in case (ii) there exists a unique pairing qX : H2cris(X/W )
⊗2 → W (−2), such that for q = qX,ℓ or
qX , (a) equation (1) holds for q with w being the cup product, and (b) q(c1(ζ), c1(ζ)) lies in Z for every
ζ ∈ NS(X) and is positive if ζ is ample.
Proof. In case (i), we may assume that k can be embedded into C and obtain the desired qX,ℓ via
the Artin comparison isomorphism. To see that qX,ℓ is Gal(k¯/k)-invariant, note first the cup product
H2(Xk¯,Zℓ(1))
⊗2n → Zℓ has this property. Moreover, qX,ℓ(c1(ξ), c1(ξ)) is the unique value in Z>0 such
that ξ2n = λnqX,ℓ(c1(ξ), c1(ξ))n. In particular, this value is independent of ℓ.
Now suppose we are in case (ii) and let (XV , V,K) be as in (2.1.2) for X . Let ξ be a polarization on
X which extends to XV . For ℓ 6= p, qXK ,ℓ induces the desired qX,ℓ via the smooth and proper base change
theorem and we have qX,ℓ(c1(ξ)) = qXK ,ℓ(c1(ξ)). To construct qX , we use the fact that H
2
cris(X/W ) can be
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recovered from H2
ét
(XK¯ ,Zp) by integral p-adic Hodge theory. Let S be the ring W [[T ]]. Let BK(−) denote
the Breuil-Kisin module functor1 which takes a Zp-lattice in a crystalline GK := Gal(K¯/K)-representation
to a S-module with a Frobenius action. There is a comparison isomorphism
θ : H2
ét
(XK¯ ,Zp)⊗ZpBcris ∼→ H2cris(X/W )⊗WBcris
which induces an isomorphism (H2
ét
(XK¯ ,Zp)⊗Bcris)GK ∼→ H2cris(X/W )⊗K0. Under the latter isomorphism,
BK(H2
ét
(XK¯ ,Zp))⊗SW , which is naturally a W -submodule of the domain (cf. [25, Thm 1.2.1(1)]), is
mapped isomorphically onto H2cris(X/W ) (cf. [8, Rmk 1.3]). By assumption p ∤ 2(n− 1), H2ét(XK¯ ,Zp(1)) is
self-dual under qXK ,p. As a GK-invariant tensor on H
2
ét
(XK¯ ,Zp(1)), qXK ,p defines a reductive group over
Zp, i.e., the orthogonal group O(H2ét(XK¯ ,Zp(1))). By [25, Cor. 1.3.6(1)], qXK ,p induces via θ a tensor qX
on H2cris(X/W ). qX satisfies (a) because the θ respects cup products (cf. [24, Prop. 11.6]).
Finally, we check (b). It is clear in case (i). For case (ii), we first observe that the restriction of q on
NS(X)Q is completely determined by the value q(c1(ξ), c1(ξ)) and equation (2). In particular, since the top
intersection numbers of line bundles are always integers, this restriction is Q-valued and is independent of
the choice of q = qX,ℓ or qX . If ζ ∈ NS(X), q(c1(ζ), c1(ζ)) is an element of Q but also an element of Ẑp
and W . Therefore, q(c1(ζ), c1(ζ)) ∈ Z. Now suppose ζ is ample. Apply (1) with α1 = · · · = α2n−1 = c1(ξ)
and α2n = c1(ζ), we see that
λnq(c1(ξ), c1(ξ))
n−1q(c1(ξ), c1(ζ)) = ξ
n−1ζ > 0.
Therefore, q(c1(ξ), c1(ζ)) > 0. If n is even, by switching the roles of ζ and ξ in the above equation, we get
q(c1(ζ), c1(ζ)) > 0. If n is odd, then we get q(c1(ζ), c1(ζ)) > 0 by replacing ξ with ζ.
Definition (2.1.5). Whenever X is a smooth proper variety to which (2.1.4) is applicable, qX,ℓ (resp. qX)
is called the ℓ-adic (resp. crystalline) Beauville-Bogomolov form on X .
Remark (2.1.6). Suppose we are in case (ii) of (2.1.4). Then using the relation between qX and the cup
product, one deduces that qX has the following relation with the Frobenius action F on H2cris(X/W ):
qX(F (x), F (y)) = p
2σ(qX(x, y)), ∀x, y ∈ H2cris(X/W ). (3)
This implies that qX endows the F-crystal H2cris(X/W ) the structure of a K3 crystal (cf. [45, Def. 3.1]). The
reader will soon see that this K3 crystal structure plays a fundamental role in the geometry of excellent
reductions of K3[n]-type varieties.
(2.1.7) We will need some basic theory of gluing lattices. See [39, Sect. 2] for a summary. Let R be Z, Ẑ,
Zp or Ẑp for some prime p and F := R⊗ZQ. Let L be a non-degenerate quadratic lattice over R. Then there
is a natural F/R-valued form on disc(L). The natural map M 7→M/L gives a bijective correspondence
{Lattices M over R with L ⊆M ⊆ L∨} ↔ {Isotropic subgroups M¯ with 0 ⊆ M¯ ⊆ disc(L)}.
If R = Z or Ẑ, then there is a canonical primary decomposition disc(L) =
∏
p disc(Lp).
By a pointed lattice we mean a pair (Λ, λ) where Λ is a quadratic lattice over R and λ ∈ Λ is a point.
We say λ is primitive if whenever λ = uλ′ for some λ′ ∈ Λ, u is a unit in R. By O(Λ, λ) we mean the
1In [25, (1.2)], the functor BK(−) is denoted by M(−) and S is denoted by W [[u]].
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subgroup of O(Λ) which fixes λ. If we define L := λ⊥, then O(Λ, λ) can also be viewed as a subgroup of
O(L). One easily checks by the theory of extending isometries of lattices (cf. [39, 6]) that the discriminant
kernel of L, i.e., the kernel of the natural map O(L)→ O(disc(L)), is contained in O(Λ, λ).
Next, we give some lemmas on the classification of quadratic lattices.
Lemma (2.1.8). Let L be a quadratic lattice over R = Ẑ or Z. The discriminant kernel of L contains a
congruence subgroup of O(L).
Proof. We can always find an integer m such that L ⊆ L∨ ⊆ m−1L. If g ∈ O(L) satisfies g ≡ 1 mod m,
then for any x ∈ L, g · (m−1x)− (m−1x) ∈ L. In particular, for any y ∈ L∨ with image y¯ ∈ L∨/L, we have
g · y¯ = y¯. Therefore, the discriminant kernel contains the congruence subgroup ker(O(L)→ O(L/mL)).
Lemma (2.1.9). Let L = U ⊕ L′ be a quadratic lattice over Z, where U standards for the standard
hyperbolic plane. If an open subgroup K ⊆ O(L⊗Ẑ) contains O(U⊗Ẑ), viewed as a subgroup of O(L⊗Ẑ) in
the obvious way, then the double quotient O(L⊗Q)\O(L⊗Af )/K is a singleton.
Proof. Let ad : Spin(L⊗Af ) → SO(L⊗Af ) be the natural map given by conjugation. Set K′ := K ∩
SO(L⊗Ẑ) and K˜ := ad−1(K′). Using the assumption that K contains O(U⊗Ẑ), one can easily adapt the
proof of [45, Lem. 7.7] to show that the following two maps are both surjections:
Spin(L⊗Q)\Spin(L⊗Af )/K˜ ad→ SO(L⊗Q)\SO(L⊗Af )/K′ j→ O(L⊗Q)\O(L⊗Af )/K.
By the strong approximation theorem, the first double quotient is a singleton. Hence the third double
quotient is also a singleton.
Lemma (2.1.10). Let (Λ, λ) be a pointed lattice over Z such that Λ contains U⊕2 as an orthogonal direct
summand. Then any other pointed lattice (Λ′, λ′) is isomorphic to (Λ, λ) if and only if Λ and Λ′ have the
same signature and (Λ⊗Ẑ, λ⊗1)∼=(Λ′⊗Ẑ, λ′⊗1).
Proof. Clearly it suffices to show the “if” direction. Let L = λ⊥ ⊂ Λ. The pointed lattices (Λ′, λ′) which
satisfy the given hypothesis are classified by the double quotient O(L⊗Q)\O(L⊗Af )/O(Λ⊗Ẑ, λ⊗1). Note
that O(Λ⊗Ẑ, λ⊗1) is a compact open subgroup of O(L⊗Af ).
Let U1, U2 be the first and the second copy of U in U⊕2. Suppose Λ = U1⊕U2⊕M and λ = u+m for
some u ∈ U1 ⊕ U2 and m ∈ M . By James’ theorem [16, Prop. 1.3.2], we can move u into U1 by applying
an automorphism of U1 ⊕ U2. Therefore, L contains a copy U3 of U . Since U is self-dual, U3 is a direct
summand of both L and Λ, and O(Λ⊗Ẑ, λ⊗1) contains O(U⊗Ẑ). Now we conclude by (2.1.9).
Lemma (2.1.11). Let p be any prime. Let Λ be a quadratic lattice over Zp which contains U⊕2p as an
orthogonal direct summand, where Up = U⊗Zp. If p = 2, assume Λ is even. Let λ and λ′ be two primitive
vectors in Λ. Then (Λ, λ)∼=(Λ, λ′) if and only if λ2 = (λ′)2.
Proof. Clearly only the “if” part needs a proof. Let L = λ⊥ ⊂ Λ. Let q be the associated quadratic form
on Λ such that q(x) = x2/2. Since Zp is a local ring, by [4, III Thm 4.1], there exists an automorphism of
Λ which carries λ to λ′ provided that {q(y) : y ∈ L⊥} generates Zp. This condition can be easily checked
since L contains a copy of Up as an orthgonal direct summand.
Corollary (2.1.12). Let k be an algebraically closed field. Let X be a smooth proper variety over k and
ξ be a primitive polarization on X. Assume either (i) char k = 0 and X is a K3[n]-type variety or (ii)
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chark = p > 2n, the pair (X, ξ) lifts to a projective scheme XV whose generic fiber is of K3
[n]-type. Then
there exists a unique primitively pointed lattice (Λ, λ) over Z up to isomorphism such that Λ∼=Λn and
(H2
ét
(X, Ẑp), c1(ξ))∼=(Λp, λp).
The above corollary defines a map PL from the pairs (X, ξ) which satisfy the hypothesis to the set of
isomorphism classes of pointed lattices over Z.
Proof. To see the existence, when chark = 0, embed k to C and use Betti cohomology and when char k = p,
use the existence of a lift. The point is to show that the isomorphism class of (Λ, λ) is indenpendent of
these choices. Note that Λp is self-dual, so by (2.1.11), the isomorphism class of (Λp, λp) is completely
determined by the value λ2p, which depends only on ξ. Now we conclude by (2.1.10).
2.2 Local Deformation Theory Notation and Conventions: For a morphism f : X → S of schemes
and natural numbers i, j, r, we write Hj(X,ΩiX/S) for R
jf∗Ω
i
X/S and H
r
dR(X/S) for the rth relative de
Rham cohomology Rrf∗Ω•X/S . Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0. If S is a
scheme (or formal scheme) over W , we denote by Hjcris(X/S) the crystal R
jfcris∗OX/S over the crystalline
site Cris(S/W ). If T is a PD thickening of S, where the PD structure is understood, we use Hjcris(X/S)T
to denote the induced Zariski sheaf on T .2
(2.2.1) We first consider smooth proper varieties X over k which satisfy the following hypotheses:
h0,2 = h0,2 = 1, hi,j = 0 for i+ j odd,KX ∼=OX (4)
These hypotheses are satisfied, for example, by excellent reductions of K3[n]-type varieties. Let Def(X) be
the formal deformation functor which sends each ArtinianW -algebra R to the set of isomorphism classes of
flat deformations of X over R. Let for a set of line bundles ξ1, · · · , ξm on X , define the deformation functor
Def(X ; ξ1, · · · , ξm) for the tuple (X ; ξ1, · · · , ξm) in a completely analogous way. The proof of [14, Cor. 1.2,
Prop. 1.5] shows that Def(X) is pro-representable by a formal scheme D which is isomorphic to Spf R for
R := W [[x1, · · · , xh1,1 ]] and for any line bundle ξ, Def(X ; ξ) is pro-representable by a formal subscheme
of D which is isomorphic to Spf R/(fξ) where fξ ∈ R is some element dependent on ξ. We denote the
universal family over D by X → D and its special fiber u : X⊗Wk → D⊗Wk by u0 : X0 → D0. Let ϕR be
the Frobenius action on R which acts as σ on W and sends xi to x
p
i and FX : H
2
dR(X/D) → H2dR(X/D)
be the ϕR-linear Frobenius action induced by the crystalline-de Rham comparison isomorphism.
Proposition (2.2.2). (a) The Hodge-de Rham spectral sequence degenerates at E1 page for the family
X → D. The coherent sheaves Hj(X,ΩiX/D) and HrdR(X/D) are locally free for every i, j, r ∈ Z≥0.
In particular, HrdR(X/k) = 0 if r is odd.
(b) The Hodge filtration on H2dR(X/D) has the following relationship with the Frobenius structure:
Fil1H2dR(X/D) ⊆ {x ∈ H2dR(X/D) : FX(x) ∈ pH2dR(X/D)}
Fil2H2dR(X0/D0) = Im({x ∈ H2dR(X/D) : FX(x) ∈ p2H2dR(X/D)} → H2dR(X0/D0))
2In this notation, when S = Spec k, Hjcris(X/W ) should technically be written as H
j
cris(X/k)W , but we will keep using
Hjcris(X/W ) for convenience.
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(c) If X in addition satisfies the property
the natural pairing H1(X,TX)×H1(X,ΩX)→ H2(X,OX) is perfect, (5)
then for any line bundle ξ on X which is not a pth power, Def(X ; ξ) is either smooth over W or has
special fiber isomorphic to Spf k[[x1, · · · , xh1,1 ]]/(x21 + · · ·+ x2h1,1 ).
Proof. (a) is an easy consequence of the assumption that hi,j = 0 for i+ j odd (cf. [14, Prop. 2.2]). (b) is
a variant of the Mazur-Ogus inequality [6, Thm. 8.26] (cf. [14, Prop. 2.6, Rmk. 2.7]). (c) follows from the
same proof of [45, Prop. 2.2].
Note that part (a) of the above proposition implies the following, which we will often use implicitly: For
any morphism s : R = OD → A, where A is an ArtinW -algebra, the natural morphism H2dR(X/D)⊗RA→
H2dR(Xs/A) is an isomorphism which sends Fil
iH2dR(X/D)⊗1 onto FiliH2dR(Xs/A) for i = 1, 2.
Lemma (2.2.3). Let ξ be any line bundle on X.
(a) Let R be any local Artin k-algebra and XR be any deformation of X over R. Let m be the maximal
ideal of R. For any line bundle ξ on X and number m ≥ 0, mξ lifts to XR if mvalp(m) = 0.
(b) For any line bundle ξ ∈ Pic (X) and m ∈ Z>0, the canonical inclusion Def(X ; ξ) ⊆ Def(X ;mξ) is an
isomorphism provided that p ∤ m.
Proof. Both follow easily from a proposition due to Deligne [45, Prop. 1.12] and an inductive argument.
We only prove (a) to illustrate the idea. For each i, set Zi = SpecR/mi and Xi := XR|Zi . Suppose by
induction that we have lifted ξ to ξi ∈ Pic (Xi) for some i. Note that a square zero ideal always has a
trivial PD structure. [45, Prop. 1.12] tells us that ξi lifts to ξi+1 as long as under the canonical isomorphism
H2cris(Xi/Zi)Zi+1
∼=H2dR(Xi+1/Zi+1), the crystalline Chern class of ξi lies in the Fil1H2dR(Xi+1/Zi+1) part.
This can always be trivially satisfied if we replace ξi by pξi as Zi+1 is a k-algebra.
For the rest of Sect. 2.2, assume p > 2n and X is obtained as an excellent reduction of a K3[n]-type
variety. Then by (2.1.4), H2cris(X/W ) is equipped with a crystalline Beauville-Bogomolov form qX .
Theorem (2.2.4). There exists a unique pairing q
X
: H2cris(X0/D0)
⊗2 → OD0/W which extends qX
and satisfies λnqX(α, α)
n = ∪2ni=1α for every local section α. When qX is evaluated on D, we have that
Fil1H2dR(X/D) = [Fil
2H2dR(X/D)]
⊥, and
q
X
(FX(x), FX(y)) = p
2ϕR(qX(x, y)) (6)
for x, y ∈ H2dR(X/D).
Proof. Let V denote the vector bundle H2dR(X/D) over R := OD. V is equipped with a Gauss-Manin
connection ∇. Recall that R = W [[x1, · · · , xm]] where m = h1,1(X). Set K to be the R-algebra
K0[[x1, · · · , xm]]. Let b : R →W be the morphism defined by setting x1 = · · · = xm = 0, which gives rise
to a formal lift Xb of X to W . The pairing qX on H
2
cris(X/W ) induces a pairing qb on H
2
dR(Xb/W ) via
the canonical identification H2cris(X/W )∼=H2dR(Xb/W ). The connection ∇ induces an isomorphism
V|K ∼=H2dR(Xb[
1
p
]/K0)⊗K0K
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because in charactersitic zero a flat connection extends to a stratification and gives an effective infinitesimal
descent data (cf. [6, Thm. 2.15, Prop. 2.16]). We can use the above isomorphism to extend qb⊗WK0 to a
pairing qK : (V|K )⊗2 → K which is horizontal with respect to ∇. Let P : V⊗2n → R be the symmetric
multilinear map given by cup product. Then we know that
(P|K )(α1, · · · , α2n) = 1
n!2n
∑
τ∈Sn
qK (ατ(1), ατ(2)) · · · qK (ατ(2n−1), ατ(2n)) (7)
for sections αi’s of V|K . Indeed, both sides define horizontal sections on (V|K )⊗ and they agree at the
closed point b⊗WK0 on SpecK , so they have to be equal.
It remains to check that qK takes values in R when evaluated on V⊗2. In order words, qK comes
from a global section qR of V⊗. Take a global section α of V and write its restriction to V|K (resp. V|b)
as αK (resp. αb). We want to show that qK (αK , αK ) ∈ R. It suffices to check this for α’s such that
p ∤ qX(αb, αb) since such α’s generate V as an R-module. We do this by repeatedly applying Hensel’s
lemma.
The element qK (αK , αK ) ∈ K is a root to the polynomial f(T ) := λnT n − P(α, · · · , α) in K [T ]
such that T ≡ qX(αb, αb) mod (x1, · · · , xm). Since we assumed that qX(αb, αb) 6= 0, by applying Hensel’s
lemma to the local ring (K , (x1, · · · , xm)) and f(T ), we see that such solution is unique.
By our assumption, f(T ) actually lies in the subring R[T ], qX(αb, αb) ∈ W× and f ′(qX(αb, αb)) =
nλn(qX(αb, αb))
n−1 is a unit in W , so by applying Hensel’s lemma again to (R, (p, x1, · · · , xm)) and f(T ),
we get a root µ to f(T ) in R such that µ mod (p, x1, · · · , xm) is equal to qX(αb, αb) mod p. By applying
Hensel’s lemma to (W, (p)) and (f(T ) mod (x1, · · · , xm)), we see that µ mod (x1, · · · , xm) = qX(αb, αb).
By the preceeding paragraph, µ = qK (αK , αK ) in K , so qK (αK , αK ) ∈ R as desired.
Now we have constructed a horizontal pairing qR : H2dR(X/D)
⊗2 → R = OD, which induces the desired
pairing q
X
on crystalline cohomology. It is not hard to check that such q
X
is unique: Indeed, let q′
X
be another pairing which satisfies the requirement of the proposition and let q′
R
be the induced pairing
H2dR(X/D)
⊗2 → R. Let s be any W -point on D. Then q′
R
|K and qK are both horizontal sections of
(V|K )⊗ and they agree at the point s⊗WK0. Therefore, q′R = qR and q′X = qX .
To verify the second statement in the proposition, let α be a generator of Fil2H2dR(X/D) and β be
any global section of Fil1H2dR(X/D). Applying (7) with α1 = · · · = α2n = α, we see that q(α, α) = 0.
Now apply (7) again by setting αi = α for i odd and αi = β for i even. In order for a summand on the
RHS to be nonzero, every α must be paired with a β, so the RHS is a multiple of q(α, β)n. On the other
hand, the LHS is still zero, so q(α, β) = 0. This shows that Fil1H2dR(X/D) ⊆ [Fil2H2dR(X/D)]⊥. Since
Fil1H2dR(X/D) and [Fil
2H2dR(X/D)]
⊥ are direct summands of the vector bundle H2dR(X/D) over R of the
same rank, they must be equal.
Remark (2.2.5). Let R be any local Artin k-algebra and XR be a deformation of X to R. Then XR corre-
sponds to anR-point on D0. By pulling back qX along this R-point, we obtain a pairing qXR onH
2
cris(XR/R)
which extends qX . If the PD envelope of SpecR in a smooth W -scheme has no p-torsion (cf. [44, (4.4.1)]),
the pairing qXR and the isotropic direct summand Fil
2H2dR(XR/R) of H
2
dR(XR/R)
∼=H2cris(XR/R)R equip
the F-crystal H2cris(XR/R) with the structure of a K3 crystal over R (cf. [44, Def. 5.1]). Since qX is self-dual
and q
X
satisfies (6), qXR satisfies (5.1.1) and (5.1.2) in loc. cit. Condition (5.1.3) in loc. cit. boils down
to the statement that the annhilator (i.e., orthogonal complement) of Fil2H2dR(XR/R) is Fil
1H2dR(XR/R)
and F ∗RFil
1H2dR(XR/R) is the kernel of the map F
∗
RH
2
dR(XR/R)R → H2dR(XR/R) induced by the relative
Frobenius morphism. The latter point is guaranteed by Mazur-Ogus inequality [6, Thm 8.26].
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Proposition (2.2.6). The natural cup product pairing
H1(X,TX)×H1(X,ΩX)→ H2(X,OX)∼= k
is perfect.
Proof. Let ∇ be the Gauss-Manin connection on the vector bundle H2dR(X/D). Let qdR be the pairing
on H2dR(X/k) given by reducing qX modulo p and let the pairing H
2
dR(X/D)
⊗2 → OD induced by qX be
denoted by q
dR
. Since ∇q
dR
= 0 and Fil1H2dR(X/D) = [Fil
2H2dR(X/D)]
⊥, if x˜i generates a direct summand
of FiliH2(X/D) for i = 1, 2, then q
dR
(∇x˜1, x˜2) + qdR(x˜1,∇x˜2) = dqdR(x˜1, x˜2) = 0. This implies that for
any tangent vector D ∈ TbD0, x ∈ Fil2H2dR(X/k), y ∈ Fil1H2dR(X/k),
qdR(∇Dx, y) + qdR(x,∇Dy) = 0. (8)
Recall that by Kodaira-Spencer theory, TbD0 can be identified with H1(X,TX). Let us write Fil
j for
FiljH2dR(X/k) for each number j ≥ 0. For j = 1, 2, the following diagram commutes (cf. [15, (2.3.12)]).
Filj Filj−1 Filj−1/Filj
Filj/Filj+1 H2−j(ΩjX) H
3−j(Ωj−1X )
∇D
∪D
Note that since Fil1 = [Fil2]⊥, qdR induces in a natural way perfect pairings H0(Ω2X) ×H2(OX) → k
and H1(Ω1X)
⊗2 → k. Now choose an generator ω of H0(Ω2X) = Fil2. Suppose D ∈ H1(TX) is an element
such that for every y ∈ H1(Ω1X), D∪y = 0. Then for every lift y˜ ∈ Fil1 of y, qdR(ω∪D, y) = −qdR(ω,∇Dy˜
mod Fil1) = 0. This implies that qdR(ω ∪D, y) = 0 for every y ∈ H1(Ω1X) and hence ω ∪D = 0. As ω is
nowhere vanishing, ω ∪D = 0 implies D = 0.
Remark (2.2.7). The reader can see [23, Sect. 1.8] for a proof of the perfectness of the above pairing for
a complex irreducible symplectic variety. The proof in loc. cit. only makes use of Hodge symmetries and
complex conjugation, so our method is quite different in flavor. If one wishes to study excellent reductions
of K3[n]-type varieties in characteristic dividing |disc(Λn)| = 2n− 2, the natural definition of a crystalline
Beauville-Bogomolov form will not be self-dual, and our method will not work. In fact, it is not clear to
the author whether for these characteristics the above pairing is still always perfect.
Theorem (2.2.8). Let A → A′ be a surjection of Artinian W -algebras defined by a square zero ideal I.
Equip I with the trivial PD structure and view A as an object of Cris(A′/W ). Let XA′ be a deformation of
X defined by a point in Def(X)(A) and restrict q
X
to H2cris(XA′/A
′). Let I(XA′ , A) be the set of isotropic
direct summand of H2cris(XA′/A
′)A which lifts Fil
2H2dR(XA′/A
′).
(a) The map Ψ from deformations of XA′ to A to I(XA′ , A) defined by sending XA to Fil2H2dR(XA/A) ⊂
H2dR(XA/A)
∼=H2cris(XA′/A′)A is an isomorphism.
(b) Let ξA′ be a line bundle on XA′ . Then ξA′ extends to XA if and only if Ψ(XA) is orthogonal to
c1,cris(ξA′)A.
Proof. (a) follows from the proof of [44, Thm. 5.3]. Write FiljA′ for Fil
jH2dR(XA′/A
′). Recall that Fil1A′ =
(Fil2A′)
⊥. The main point of the proof is that the domain of Ψ is a torsor under H1(XA′ , TXA′ )⊗A′I by
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deformation theory and the codomain I(XA′ , A) is a torsor under Hom(Fil2A′ ,Fil1A′/Fil2A′)⊗A′I by linear
algebra. Moreover, these torsor actions are compatible with Ψ via the natural map
H1(XA′ , TXA′ )→ Hom(H0(XA′ ,Ω2XA′ ), H1(XA′ ,ΩXA′ )) = Hom(Fil
2
A′ ,Fil
1
A′/Fil
2
A′).
This map is an isomorphism. Indeed, given a generator ω ∈ H0(Ω2XA′ ), the induced map H1(TXA′ )
∪ω→
H1(ΩXA′ ) can alternatively be viewed as given by the isomorphism TXA′
∼=ΩXA′ induced by by ω.
(b) is a consequence of a theorem of Deligne [45, Prop. 1.12] and the property that Fil1H2dR(XA/A) =
[Fil2H2dR(XA/A)]
⊥.
We now phrase an analogue of [44, Thm 5.3]. Set R := k[t]/tm for some m ≥ 0. Let Def(X)/R be
the category whose objects are smooth proper schemes XR such that XR⊗Rk∼=X . Let DK3(X)/R be the
category whose objects are tuples (X0, H, α), where X0 is a variety isomorphic to X , H is a K3 crystal
over R, and α is an isomorphism between the K3 crystals H2cris(X/W ) and H |k. Rmk (2.2.5) implies that
there is a natural functor Def(X)/R→ DK3(X)/R. The analogue of [44, Thm 5.3] is:
Theorem (2.2.9). The functor Def(X)/R→ DK3(X)/R is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. This follows from (2.2.8)(a), [44, Thm 5.2], and a standard inductive argument.
Proposition (2.2.10). Let b = rankH2cris(X/W ).
(a) If X is not supersingular and ξ1, · · · , ξm ∈ Pic (X) span a direct summand, Def(X ; ξ1, · · · , ξm) is
smooth over W .
(b) For any primitive line bundle ξ on X, if c1(ξ) 6∈ Fil2H2dR(X/k), then Def(X ; ξ) is smooth over W ,
and otherwise qX(ξ, ξ) has p-adic valuation 1. In the latter case, Def(X ; ξ) is isomorphic to
SpfW [[x1, · · · , xb−2]]/(x21 + · · ·+ x2b−2 + p). (9)
(c) For any primitive line bundle ξ on X, Def(X, ξ) is quasi-healthy regular.
Proof. (a) is a direct generalization of [30, Thm. 4.1]. Recall that the tangent space of Def(X) at the origin
is canonically identified with H1(TX). Let the span of the images of ξi’s under the map d log : NS(X) →
H1(Ω1X) be V . By Prop. A.1 in the appendix, dimV = m. By [45, Cor. 1.14], the tangent space of
Def(X ; ξ1, · · · , ξm) at the origin is precisely the annhilator of V under the cup product pairing H1(ΩX)×
H1(TX) → H2(OX). Since we have verified in (2.2.6) that this pairing is perfect, Def(X ; ξ1, · · · , ξm)⊗k
and its tangent space have the same dimension. Hence Def(X ; ξ1, · · · , ξm) is formally smooth.
For K3 surfaces, (b) is stated in [32, Thm. 3.8]. As remarked in loc. cit., the first statement follows from
an adaption of the argument in [33, Prop. 5.21]. We claim that the second statement follows from the proof
of [33, Prop. 6.20]. Set LW to be the quadratic lattice over W given by c1(ξ)⊥ ⊆ H2cris(X/W ). Let M loc
be the W -scheme which parametrizes isotropic lines in LW (cf. [33, (2.10)]). The proof of [33, Prop. 6.20]
tells us that there is an étale morphism from Def(X ; ξ) to M loc. The main point is to use (2.2.8) to take
the role of Prop. 5.16 in loc. cit. The special point of Def(X ; ξ) is sent to a singular point in M loc, and
the complete local ring of a singular point on M loc is isomorphic to W [[x1, · · · , xr−1]]/(x21+ · · ·+x2r−1+p)
where r = rankLW = b− 1 (cf. the proof of Prop. 2.16 in loc. cit.).
(c) is a consequence of (a) and (b) by Vasiu-Zink’s criteria (cf. [32, Thm. 3.8]).
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2.3 Spreading Lemmas We prove that the property of “being of K3[n]-type” is invariant under spe-
cialization and generization in reasonable families. Let κ be any field of characteristic zero.
Proposition (2.3.1). Let X be a smooth projective variety over κ. If κ = κ¯ and κ can be embedded into
C, then the following statements are equivalent:
(a) X is of K3[n]-type;
(b) For every embedding κ ⊆ C, the complex manifold X(C) is of K3[n]-type.
(c) For some embedding κ ⊆ C, the complex manifold X(C) is of K3[n]-type.
Proof. It suffices to show that (c) implies (a). Choose a polarization ξ on X . By applying Artin approx-
imation theorem to the deformation functor Def(X ; ξ), we can construct a polarized family (X → S, ξ)
which universally deforms (X, ξ). Of course, S can be taken to be connected.
By a density result of Mongardi and Pacienza [41, Cor. 1.2], we can find a C-point s′C on S such that
the fiber Xs′
C
is isomorphic to Y [n]C for some K3 surface YC over C. Let κ
′ ⊆ C be a finitely generated
extension of κ such that the tuple (s′C, YC,Xs′C ∼=Y
[n]
C ) descends to a tuple (s˜
′, Yκ′ ,Xs˜′ ∼=Y [n]κ′ ) defined over
κ′. Let U be an irreducible smooth variety over κ such that the generic point η has residue field κ′. Up to
shrinking U , we may assume that s˜′ : Specκ′ → S⊗κκ′ spreads to a section s˜′U : U → SU := S ×κ U . Let
X ′′ be the pullback family X ×S SU over SU and let X ′ := (s˜′U )∗X ′′ be the pullback family over U . The
generic fiber of X ′ is isomorphic to Y [n]κ′ . Up to shrinking U again, we assume that Yκ′ spreads to a family
Y over U . Let Y [n] be the relative Hilbert scheme of n points over U . Then Y [n] and X ′ have isomorphic
generic fiber. For a general κ-point u ∈ U , the fibers Y [n]u and X ′u are isomorphic. Let u be such a point.
Note that X ′u can be found as a fiber on X ′′ by construction. Similarly, X is a fiber on X , so it is also a
fiber on X ′′. Now we can deform X to X ′u for a general κ-point u in the family X ′′ → SU .
The proposition below makes Definition 1(a) much more flexible to work with.
Proposition (2.3.2). Let S be a connected variety over κ and X → S be some smooth proper scheme
over S. If some geometric fiber is a K3[n]-type variety, then so is every other geometric fiber.
Proof. We first treat the case κ = κ¯. We may assume that S is irreducible. Let s be any κ-point on S and
η¯ be a geometric generic point on S. It suffices to show that Xs is of K3[n]-type if and only if Xη¯ is also of
K3[n]-type. Since the system (X , S, s, η¯) is defined by finitely many equations, we reduce to the case when
κ and k(η¯) have finite transcendence degree over Q¯. Therefore, we can choose embeddings κ ⊆ k(η¯) ⊆ C.
Since S⊗κC is still connected and s, η¯ both give rise to C-points on S⊗C, we are done by (2.3.1).
Now we do not assume that κ is algebraically closed and let κ¯ be some algebraic closure of κ and set
S¯ := S ×κ κ¯. Let {Si}i∈I be the connected components of S¯ and set Xi := X|Si . Suppose s → S is some
geometric point such that Xs is a K3[n]-type variety. Clearly s factors through Si for some i ∈ I. By the
first paragraph, every geometric fiber of Xi is of K3[n]-type.
Finally, consider the action of Gal(κ¯/κ) on I. Take the fiber Xu for some u ∈ Si(κ). The base change
Xu ×σ κ¯ is also of K3[n]-type and is a fiber on Xσ(i). Therefore, by the first paragraph, every geometric
fiber of Xσ(i) is of K3[n]-type. Since S is connected, Gal(κ¯/κ) acts transitively on I, so we are done.
(2.3.3) Let P be a polynomial in Q[T ], N := P (0) − 1 and HilbP be the Hilbert scheme over SpecZ(p)
which parametrizes closed subschemes of PN with Hilbert polynomial P . Let Z be the universal family over
HilbP . Let Hilb
+
P be the maximal locally closed subscheme of HilbP such that for every geometric point
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s→ Hilb+P , the fiber Zs is smooth over k(s), has the same Hodge numbers as K3[n]-type manifold, and the
natural pairing H1(Zs, TZs) ×H1(Zs,Ω1Zs) → H2(Zs,OZs) is perfect. Of course, for a general P , Hilb+P
may be empty. For every number m, let Hilb+,mP denote the (possibly empty) open subscheme of Hilb
+
P
such that for every geometric point s → Hilb+,mP , OPN (1) is to an mth power of a primitive polarization
on Zs. We will always only consider the situation p ∤ m.
Let k be any algebraically closed field with char k = p. Consider the restriction Hilb+,mP,W of Hilb
+,m
P to
W . The formal neighborhood of any k-point s on Hilb+,mP,W admits a natural formally smooth morphism
to Def(Zs;OZs(1)). By (2.2.2)(d) and (2.2.10)(b), Hilb+,mP,W is flat over W and has reduced special fiber.
Therefore, Hilb+,mP is flat over Z(p) and also has reduced special fiber. By [52, Tag 055J], we have:
Lemma (2.3.4). The generic fiber of every connected component of Hilb+,mP,W or Hilb
+,m
P is also connected.
By considering Hilbert schemes, we show that “being of K3[n]-type” is stable under specialization and
generization in characteristic p. Consider the following situation:
Lemma (2.3.5). Let (f : X → S, ξ) be a primitively polarized smooth proper family over an irreducible
Noetherian scheme S over k. Assume that every geometric fiber satisfies (4) and (5).
Let b be a k-point on S and η¯ be a geometric generic point on S with residue field k′. Let R (resp. R′)
be any mixed characteristic complete DVR with residue field k (resp. k′) and (XR, ξR) (resp. (XR′ , ξR′ ))
be a polarized smooth projective scheme over R (resp. R′) with special fiber (Xs, ξs) (resp. (Xη¯, ξη¯)). Then
the geometric fiber of XR is of K3
[n]-type if and only if that of X ′R is of K3
[n]-type.
Proof. The Hodge numbers of geometric fibers have to stay constant in the family X , so we may assume
that they are the same as those of complex K3[n]-type manifolds. Let m be a sufficiently large number
which is prime to p such that mξ is very ample and for every geometric point s→ S, Hi(Xs,mξs) = 0 for
i > 0. Let P be Hilbert polynomial of mξ and N := P (0)− 1. Up to replacing S by an open neighborhood
of b, we may assume that f∗(mξ) is trivial and by choosing global sections, (f : X → S,mξ) can be
obtained by pulling back the universal family over Hilb+,mP,W along some morphism S → Hilb+,mP,W . Since
S is connected, this morphism lands in some connected component T of Hilb+,mP,W . Any lift of (Xs, ξs) or
(Xη¯, ξη¯) as in the lemma will induce a characteristic zero point on T . By the preceeding lemma, the generic
fiber of T is connected, so we may now conclude by (2.3.2).
2.4 Parallal Transport and Monodromy Groups We recap some results on monodromy groups and
parallel transport operators that we will later use. For the definitions, we refer the reader to [35, Def. 1.1].
As in loc. cit., for any complex K3[n]-type manifold X , denote the image of the monodromy groupMon(X)
of X in O(H2(X,Z)) by Mon2(X). Let O+(H2(X,Z)) denote the subgroup of O(H2(X,Z)) which pre-
serves the spin orientation of X (cf. [35, Sect. 4]). If X ′ is another complex K3[n]-type manifold and
ψ : H2(X,Z)
∼→ H2(X ′,Z) is an isometry, ψ is always orientation-preserving up to a sign, i.e., either ψ or
−ψ is orientation-preserving.
Lemma (2.4.1). Let X,X ′ be complex K3[n]-type manifolds. An isometry ψ : H2(X,Z) → H2(X ′,Z) is
orientation preserving if one of following holds:
(a) ψ preserves the Hodge structures and sends a Kähler class to a Kähler class.
(b) ψ is a parallel transport operator.
Proof. (a) follows from the fact that the orientation of H2(X,Z) is completely determined by the real and
imaginary parts of H2,0, as well as the position of any Kähler class. For (b), see [35, 8].
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We remark that [35, Thm 9.8] gives a necessary and sufficient condition for ψ to be a parallel transport
operator. This description makes crucial use of Hodge structures and it is not clear how to work with it in
an arithmetic setting. The group Mon2(X) however, admits a purely arithmetic description up to a sign
(cf. [35, Lem. 9.2]):
Theorem (2.4.2). (Markman) Let X be a complex K3[n]-type manifold. Let Λ := H2(X,Z). Mon2(X) is
the pre-image of {±1} under the natural morphism O+(Λ)→ O(disc(Λ)). In particular, if n− 1 = 0, 1 or
a prime power, then Mon2(X) = O+(Λ).
It will be clear that the above result allows us to control parallel transport in an arithmetic setting.
For future reference we write down a simple observation from Galois theory:
Lemma (2.4.3). Let S be a connected scheme and L be a finite locally constant sheaf of sets on S. Let F
be the functor which sends an S-scheme T to the set of trivializations AT → LT , where AT stands for the
constant local system on T with coefficients in A and LT is the pullback of L to T . Then F is representable
by an étale cover S˜ of S. Moreover, each connected component of S˜ is a Galois cover of S.
Proof. Let s be a geometric point on S. Suppose A is a finite set and L corresponds to a representation
ρ : πét1 (S, s) → Aut(A). Let Y be the Galois cover of S which corresponds to the normal subgroup
ker ρ ⊆ πét1 (S, s) (cf. [52, Tag 03SF]). Then G := im ρ acts simply transitively on the fiber Y ×S s. Let
Isom(A,Ls) be the set of isomorphisms from A to Ls, which is naturally a (right) torsor under Aut(A) via
pre-composition. Consider the scheme S˜ :=
∐
j Yj where j runs through orbits of Isom(A,Ls)/G and each
Yj = Y . Let Lj be the pullback of L to Yj . For each j ∈ Isom(A,Ls)/G, we pick a geometric point yj on
Yj over s and pick a representative σj : A
∼→ Ls. Note that the fiber Lj,yj is naturally identified with Ls,
so the additional choice of σj gives rise to a trivialization ǫ(yj , σj) : AYj → Lj . Note that under ǫ(yj, σj),
g · yj also gives rise to an isomorphism A ∼→ Lj,g·yj = Ls, which is nothing but g−1 · σj .
With the choices of yj’s and σj ’s above, we define a natural isomorphism from F to S˜. Let T be an
S-scheme with a trivialization ǫ : AT → LT . Let t be a geometric point on T and assume without loss of
generality t maps to s. Then ǫ induces an isomorphism ǫt : A
∼→ LT,t = Ls. Suppose ǫt = g · σj for some
g ∈ G and j. Note that the existence of ǫ implies that the natural map πét1 (T, t)→ πét1 (S, s) factors through
ker ρ, so by Galois theory there exists a unique lift f : T → Yj of T → S which sends t to g−1 · yj. The
reader easily checks that by the map which sends each (T → S, ǫ) to f defines an isomorphism F ∼→ S˜.
3 Shimura Varieties and Period Morphisms
3.1 A review of spinor Shimura varieties The main reference for this section is [33].
(3.1.1) We give a brief recap of Clifford algebras and set up some notation. Let R be an integral domain
with 2 invertible such that RQ := R⊗ZQ is a field. Let L be a lattice overR of rankm with a non-degenerate
quadratic form q. Let H denote Cl(L), viewed as a Cl(L)-bimodule. Cl(L) is naturally decomposed into a
part with even degree Cl+(L) and a part with odd degree Cl−(L), so that H has a natural Z/2Z-grading.
There is a natural injection Cl(L) →֒ End(H) given by left multiplication. We remark that this injection
embeds Cl(L) as a direct summand into End(H): If the left multiplication by t ∈ Cl(L)Q preserves the
R-integral structure on H , then t ∈ Cl(L) as t · 1 ∈ H . Similarly, the composition L →֒ Cl(L) →֒ End(H)
embeds L as a direct summand into End(H). Define the group CSpin(L) by
CSpin(L) = {v ∈ Cl+(L)× : vLv−1 ⊆ L}.
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If we set CSpin(L)(R′) := CSpin(LR′) for every R-algebra R′, then CSpin(L) is endowed with the structure
of a group scheme over R.
Equip End(HQ) with a symmetric pairing given by (α, β) 7→ 2−mtr(α ◦ β), so that LQ embed into
End(HQ) isometrically. Let π denote the orthogonal projection H
⊗(2,2)
Q → LQ. The R-module L inside
End(HQ) is recovered by taking the dual of the image of End(H) under π (cf. [33, Lem. 1.4, Rem. 1.5]). If
L is self-dual over R, then π is in fact defined over R. In this case, another way to characterize the group
scheme CSpin(L) is (see also [33, Lem. 1.4(iii)]):
Lemma (3.1.2). Suppose L is self-dual over R. The group scheme CSpin(L) over R, as a subscheme
of GL(H), is the stabilizer of the following tensors on H: right multiplication of Cl(L) on H, the natural
Z/2Z-grading on H and the projection operator π ∈ H⊗(2,2).
The groupCSpin(L) is naturally equipped with two representations: a spin representation sp : CSpin(L)→
GL(H) given by left multiplication and an adjoint representation ad : CSpin(L)→ SO(L) given by conju-
gation. The adjoint representation fits into an exact sequence
1→ Gm → CSpin(L)→ SO(L)→ 1. (10)
(3.1.3) For the rest of Sect. 3.1, let L be an even quadaratic lattice of signature (m− 2, 2) over Z. Let Ω
be the period domain
{ω ∈ P(L⊗C) : 〈ω, ω¯〉 < 0, 〈ω, ω〉 = 0}
which parametrizes Hodge structures of K3 type on L. Let G denote the algebraic group CSpin(LQ) over
Q and Gad denote its adjoint group SO(LQ). The pair (G,Ω) (resp. (Gad,Ω)) gives a Shimura datum of
Hodge type (resp. abelian type) with reflex field Q. We can equip H with a non-degenerate symplectic
form ψ such that the spin representation sp : G → GL(HQ) factors through GSp := GSp(HQ, ψ). Let S±
be the associated Siegel half spaces. There is an inclusion of Shimura data i : (G,Ω) →֒ (GSp, S±). Let
K0 := G(Af ) ∩ Cl(L⊗Ẑ)×. For every compact open subgroup K ⊂ K0, we write ShK(L) for the Shimura
stack ShK(G,Ω). The inclusion i endows ShK(L) with a family of abelian schemes, which we denote by
a : A → ShK(L). Let Kad denote the image of K in Gad(Af ). The subgroup Kad0 of Gad(Af ) is the
discriminant kernel, i.e., the largest subgroup of SO(L⊗Ẑ) which acts trivially on L∨/L. We denote the
Shimura stack ShKad(Gad,Ω) by Sh
ad
K
(L).
The representation sp : CSpin(L)→ GL(H) (resp. ad : CSpin(L)→ SO(L)) endows ShK(L)C with a Z-
local system HB (resp. LB). HB can be identified with the Betti cohomology R1aC∗Z. LetHℓ := R1aét∗Zℓ
and HdR be the first relative de Rham cohomology of A. Over ShK(L)C, we have canonical isomorphisms
HB⊗Zℓ∼=Hℓ andHdR∼=HB⊗ZO, whereO denotes the structure sheaf. The tensors stabilized by CSpin(L)
naturally spread as global sections of these sheaves. More precisely, A is equipped with a Z/2Z-grading,
a left Cl(L)-action, and global sections piB, piℓ and pidR of (HB⊗Q)⊗(2,2), (Hℓ⊗Qℓ)⊗(2,2) and H⊗(2,2)dR
respectively (cf. [33, Prop. 3.11]). We call the triple of the Z/2Z-grading, left Cl(L) action and various
realizations of π the CSpin structure on the universal abelian scheme A. Note that LB equals to the
dual of piB(End(HB)). We denote the dual of the images piℓ(End(Hℓ)) and πdR(End(HdR)) by LB ,Lℓ
and LdR.
We will also make use of an orientation tensor on ShK(L). Let δ be a generator of det(L). Note that
δ can alternatively be viewed as an element of ∧mH⊗(1,1). The action of G on L through the adjoint
representation not only preserves the pairing on L, but also det(L) as well. Therefore, just like π, the
tensor δ also spreads to global sections δB, δℓ and δdR (cf. [60, (3.1.3)]).
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Now we consider the integral models of ShK(L). Let p > 2 be a prime. Note that K0 decomposes
into K0,pK
p
0, where K0,p ⊂ G(Qp) and Kp0 ⊂ G(Apf ). We will only consider level structures K of the form
K0,pK
p, where Kp is some compact open subgroup of K0. We first assume that Lp := L⊗Zp is self-dual. In
this case, G has a natural smooth model over Z(p), K0,p = G(Zp) is hyperspecial, and a canonical integral
model ShK(L) is already constructed in [25]. More precisely, consider the limit
Sp(L) := lim←−
Kp
SK0,pKp(L)
where Kp runs through all compact open subgroups of G(Apf ). The main theorem of [25] constructs a
canonical integral model for Sp(L) which carries a natural G(A
p
f )-action. For each compact open K
p, set
SK0,pKp(L) to be the stacky quotient Sp(L)/K
p.
The abelian scheme A has a natural extension A over SK. The étale and de Rham cohomology of A
give us extensions ofHℓ for every ℓ 6= p and HdR. We also have extensions of piℓ, pidR, Lℓ and LdR. Denote
these extensions by the same letters. The special fiber A⊗Fp gives us a crystal Hcris := R1acris∗OA . The
evaluation of Hcris at the pro-nilpotent PD thickening lim←−n(SK⊗Z/p
nZ) can be identified with HdR, so
that HdR has the structure of a filtered F -crystal. The global section πdR is horizontal, so we obtain a
global section πcris of the F -crystal Hcris (cf. [33, Prop. 4.7, Sect. 4.14]). Madapusi-Pera has shown that
more generally, if L∨p /Lp is cyclic, and p
2 ∤ disc(Lp) (resp. p2 | disc(Lp)), then ShK(L) has a canonical
integral model (resp. smooth integral model) SK(L) over Z(p). For the construction of the corresponding
A , Lcris, Lℓ, etc, we refer the reader to [33, Sect. 7.10].
The integral model S ad
K
(L) of Shad
K
(L) is constructed as an étale quotient of SK(L) (cf. [33, Thm 7.4],
see also the explanations below [32, Thm 4.6]). The sheaves LB,Lℓ,Lp,Lcris,LdR on various fibers of
SK(L) descend to the corresponding fibers of S adK (L), and we denote these descents by the same letter
(cf. [33, Sect. 5.24, Rmk 7.16]). Note that the variations of Z-Hodge structures given by LB and the
restriction of LdR on Sh
ad
K
(L)C can alternatively be viewed as given by the canonical representation of Gad
on L as in [33, Sect. 3.3]. The global sections δℓ of Lℓ over ShK(L) extend to global sections over SK(L)
and descend to Lℓ’s over S adK (L).
Definition (3.1.4). Let s be a point on SK(L). If s is a geometric point and the residue field k(s) has
characteristic p > 2 (resp. 0), an endomorphism f ∈ End(As) is a called a special endomorphism if its
cohomological realizations lie in Lℓ,s for every ℓ 6= p and Lcris,s (resp. Lℓ,s for every ℓ). If s is not a
geometric point, then f ∈ End(As) is a special endomorphism if its base change to a geometric point over
s is a special endomorphism.
We write LEnd(As) for the space of special endomorphisms in the above situation. If f ∈ LEnd(As),
then f ◦ f is a scalar. The map f 7→ f ◦ f endows LEnd(As) the structure of a quadratic form over Z.
3.2 Isogeny Classes and the Supersingular Locus We consider the supersingular locus of SK(L),
which we denote by S ss
K
(L).
Lemma (3.2.1). Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0 and A,B be abelian scheme
over k[[t]]. Let η be the generic point of k[[t]] and η¯ be a geometric point over η. If Aη¯ and Bη¯ are both
supersingular, then the cokernel of the specialization map End(Aη¯,Bη¯)→ End(Ak,Bk) is a finite p-group.
Proof. This is well known. We just remark that now we can give a quick argument by taking advantage of
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Morrow’s general result on the deformation of line bundles. Recall that there is a natural decomposition
NS(Aη¯ × B∨η¯ ) = NS(Aη¯)×NS(B∨η¯ )×Hom(Aη¯,Bη¯). (11)
Now apply [42, Thm 3.10, Ex. 3.12] to A×B∨, A,B.
Definition (3.2.2). Let k be a perfect field with an algebraic closure k¯ and s, s′ be k-points on SK(L).
Let f : As → As′ be a quasi-isogeny over k which respects the Z/2Z-grading and Cl(L)-action on As,As′ .
If char k = 0, we say f is a CSpin-isogeny if it sends piℓ,s⊗k¯ to piℓ,s′⊗k¯ for every prime ℓ. If char k = p, we
say f is a CSpin-isogeny if it sends πℓ,s⊗k¯ to piℓ,s′⊗k¯ for every prime ℓ 6= p and picris,s to picris,s′ .
Proposition (3.2.3). Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 2. For any k-point s on
S
ss
K
(L), the quadratic form (LEnd(As), f 7→ f ◦ f) has the following properties:
(a) LEnd(As)⊗R is positive definite.
(b) The natural maps LEnd(As)⊗Zℓ ∼→ Lℓ,s and LEnd(As)⊗Zp → LF=1cris are isomorphisms.
Proof. (a) Let f ∈ LEnd(As). By [33, Prop. 7.18], there exists a characteristic zero field F which embeds
into C and an F -valued point sF which specializes to s such that f lifts to an element fC ∈ LEnd(AsC),
where sC := sF⊗C. Recall that L1,−1dR,sC is generated by an element ω such that 〈ω, ω〉 = 0 and 〈ω, ω¯〉 < 0,
we see that L1,−1dR,sC ⊕ L
−1,1
dR,sC
descends to a 2-dimensional negative definite R-vector subspace of LB,sC⊗R.
Since LB,sC has signature (2, n− 2) and the class of fC lies in L(0,0)dR,sC , we see that f ◦ f > 0.
(b) If k = F¯p, then by [32, Cor. 6.11] LEnd(As)⊗Qℓ → Lℓ,s⊗Qℓ is an isomorphism. To check that it
holds for a general k, apply (3.2.1) and a specialization along DVR argument (cf. [52, Tag 054F]). Con-
sider the following diagram:
LEnd(As)⊗Zℓ Lℓ,s
End(As)⊗Zℓ EndH1ét(As,Zℓ)
LEnd(As)⊗Qℓ Lℓ,s⊗Qℓ
End(As)⊗Qℓ EndH1ét(As,Qℓ)
All vertical diagrams except the one at the back are fiber diagrams, so the one at the back is also a fiber
diagram. The argument for crystalline cohomology is entirely analogous.
Proposition (3.2.4). Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. Assume that Lp is self-dual.
Then for any two k-points s, s′ of S ss
K
(L), there exists a CSpin-isogeny ψ : As → As′ .
Proof. We first treat the case k = F¯p. This is already observed in [21]: The supersingular locus S ssp (L)
coincides with the basic locus (cf. [21, (7.2.1)]), and the F¯p-points of the basic locus consists of a single
isogeny class (cf. [21, Prop. 3.3.3]). The case for general k follows again from (3.2.1) and a specialization
along DVR argument.
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Remark (3.2.5). The computation which is subsumed in [21, Prop. 3.3.3] is essentially the Hasse principle
of quadratic forms. Let s ∈ S ssp (L)(F¯p) and L′Q be the Q-lattice LEnd(As)Q. According to Kisin’s
description of the fibers of the map k which sends isogeny classes on Sp(L)(F¯p) to equivalence classes of
Kottwitz triples (cf. [26, Prop. 4.4.9]), the fiber of k over the image of the isogeny class of s is a torsor
of a subgroup of ker(H1(Q,CSpin(L′Q))→
∏
vH
1(Qv,CSpin(L
′
Q))), where v runs through all places of Q.
There is commutative diagram
H1(Q,CSpin(L′Q))
∏
vH
1(Qv,CSpin(L
′
Q))
H1(Q, SO(L′Q))
∏
vH
1(Qv, SO(L
′
Q)).
Both vertical arrows are injective by Hilbert’s theorem 90. The bottom arrow is injective by the Hasse
principle. Hence the kernel of the top arrow is trivial.
Lemma (3.2.6). Assume that Lp is self-dual and k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. Let
s, s′ ∈ S ss
K0
(L)(k) be any two points for which there exists a CSpin-isogeny ψ : As → As′ . If the induced
map Lcris,s′⊗K0 ∼→ Lcris,s⊗K0 restricts to a map Lcris,s′ ∼→ Lcris,s, then phψ is a prime-to-p isogeny for
some h.
Proof. Identify Hcris,s⊗K0 with Hcris,s′⊗K0 through ψ. In this proof we temporarily use G to denote
CSpin(Lcris,s) and Gad to denote SO(Lcris,s). Let T be the centralizer of a maximal split torus in G and
ΩG be the Weyl group of T . By Cartan’s decomposition, the relative position between the W -lattices
Hcris,s and Hcris,s′ is determined by a cocharacter µ : Gm → GW up to the action of ΩG such that
Hcris,s = g ·Hcris,s′ for some g ∈ G(W )µ(p)G(W ).
Let ΩGad be the Weyl group of the image of T . Now the condition that ψ induces a W -integral isometry
Lcris,s
∼→ Lcris,s′ implies that the composition ad ◦ µ is the trivial cocharacter up to the action by ΩGad .
By the exact sequence (10), up to the action of ΩG, µ factors through Gm ⊂ G. Therefore, phψ induces
an isomorphism H1cris(As/W )→ H1cris(As′/W ) which commutes with the CSpin structures for some h. In
particular, phψ is a prime-to-p CSpin-isogeny As′ → As.
3.3 Period Morphisms We briefly recap the set-up for the period morphisms, which was used in [1], [49], [32], [38], [11]
and [12] in various degrees of generality. The use of period morphisms for mod p reductions of hyperkähler
varieties first appeared in [11]. Here we go through the construction in greater detail because there is a
minor mistake in early literature (cf. [53, Rmk 5.12]) and we need to carefully keep track of connected
components of the domains of our period morphisms.
Definition (3.3.1). Let p > 2n be a prime and S be a Z(p)-scheme.
(a) A K3[n]-scheme over S is a smooth proper morphism of schemes f : X → S such that for every
geometric point s→ S, the fiber Xs is a K3[n]-type variety. A K3[n]-space over S is a smooth proper
morphism of algebraic spaces f : X → S such that for some étale cover S′ → S, the pullback XS′ is
a K3[n]-scheme.
(b) A polarization (resp. primitive polarization) on a K3[n]-space f : X → S is a global section ξ ∈
PicX/S(S) such that for every geometric point s → S, the fiber ξs is a polarization (primitive
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polarization) on Xs. Here PicX/S stands for the relative Picard functor. ξ is said to be of degree d
for a number d if for every geometric point s→ S, ξ2ns = d.
(c) Let (f : X → S, ξ) be a polarized K3[n]-space. Set H2
Ẑp,f
:= R2fét∗Ẑ
p
and let P2
Ẑp,f
denote the
primitive part of H2
Ẑp,f
. Suppose that there is a pointed lattice (Λp, λp) over Ẑp such that for every
geometric point s→ S, (H2
ét
(Xs, Ẑp), c1(ξs))∼=(Λp, λp). Set Lp := (λp)⊥. An artificial orientation is
an isometric trivialization
ǫp : det(Lp)
S
∼→ det(P2
Ẑp,f
).
Let Kp ⊆ CSpin(Lp) be a compact open subgroup and Kp,ad be its image in SO(Lp). A Kp-level
structure (with respect to ǫp) is a global section ηp in H0(S, Ip/Kp), where Ip is the (pro)-étale sheaf
over S defined by
Ip(T ) = {Isometries ηp : ΛpT ∼→ H2Ẑp,fT (1) such that η
p(λp) = c1(ξT ) and η preserves ǫ
p
T }
for every étale morphism T → S.
For (c) to make sense, we define a Beauville-Bogomolov form on H2
Ẑp,fT
(1) by first setting the value for
c1(ξT ) and then putting a pairing on the primitive part, using (2) with w being the cup product, so that
on each fiber over a point, the form agrees with that defined by (2.1.4)(a). Note that Kp,ad acts trivially
on disc(Lp), so every element in Kp,ad can be extended (necessarily uniquely) to an element of O(Λp, λp)
(cf. (2.1.7)). Therefore, there is a natural action of Kp,ad on Ip by pre-composition. These definitions are
direct generalizations of [48, Def. 1.1.5, 3.2.1] and [32, Sect. 3.10].3
(3.3.2) Let R be either Z(p) orW (k) for some perfect field k in characteristic p. Let E be the fraction field
of R and choose an embedding E →֒ C. Let S be any scheme over R and (X → S, ξ) be any primitively
polarized K3[n]-space over S. For each scheme T → S, we denote by (XT , ξT ) the pullback of (X , ξ). Let
H
2
B be the second relative Betti cohomology of X|SC . For every ℓ, let H2ℓ be the relative second étale
cohomology of X|S⊗ZZ[1/ℓ] with coefficients in Zℓ. Let H2dR be the vector bundle on S given by the second
relative de Rham cohomology of X , which comes with a natural filtration Fil•. For ∗ = B, ℓ, dR, denote
by P2∗ the primitive part of H
2
∗. We put together the relative ℓ-adic cohomology sheaves H
2
ℓ to form
H
2
Ẑp
:=
∏
ℓ 6=pH
2
ℓ and similarly we put together Chern classes to form chẐp(ξ) in H
2
Ẑp
. Over S⊗Fp, we can
additionally consider the crystal of vector bundles H2cris on Cris(S⊗Fp/Zp) given by the second crystalline
cohomology of X⊗Fp. Let P2cris be the primitive part of H2cris.
Before we proceed, we assume that S is connected. By the smooth and proper base change theorem,
the map PL defined by (2.1.12) is constant on S. Denote its value by (Λ, λ). Note that for any C-point
s on S, (H2(Xs,Z), c1(ξs))∼=(Λ, λ). Set L := λ⊥. Let S˜ be the double cover of S such that a morphism
T → S˜ corresponds to a morphism T → S together with a trivialization ǫT : det(L2)
T
∼→ det(P22,T ). Let
S˜# be the finite étale cover of S˜ such that a morphism T → S˜# corresponds to a morphism T → S˜ and a
trivialization ∆T : disc(Lp)T → disc(P2Ẑp,T ).
(3.3.3) Assume that S is connected and is anywhere a universal deformation in the following sense:
For any geometric point s → S, and every Artin algebra A with residue field k(s), there is a bijective
3The definition of level structures in [32, Sect. 3.10] should be slightly modified to take into account of the orientations in
order for H0(S, Ip/Kp,ad) to be finite. This is also important for the construction of the period morphism (cf. [60, Rmk 3.8]).
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correspondence between A-valued points on S which extend s and flat deformations of Xs over A. It
follows from (2.2.10) that S is quasi-healthy regular. By abuse of notation, we denote the pullback of the
cohomology sheaves H2∗ and P
2
∗ (∗ = B, dR, etc.) to S˜# by the same letters. Let (ǫ,∆) be the universal
trivializations of det(P22) and disc(P
2
Ẑp
) on S˜#.
We remark that over S˜#C , ∆ extends in a natural way to a trivialization ∆B : disc(L) → disc(P2B).
Note that disc(L) = disc(L⊗Ẑ) = ∏ℓ disc(Lℓ), where ℓ runs over all primes. ∆ already provides a triv-
ialization at places away from p. At p, we have a natural choice of an isometric trivialization ∆p,B :
disc(Lp)
S˜#
C
→ disc(P2B⊗Zp). Indeed, for every C-point sC on S˜C, we can choose some isomorphism
(Λp, λp)
∼→ (H2(XsC ,Z)⊗Zp, c1(ξsC)⊗1), which induces an isomorphism
disc(Lp) =
Λp
λ⊥p ⊕ λp
∼→ H
2(XsC ,Z)⊗Zp
(c1(ξsC)⊗1)⊥ ⊕ c1(ξsC)⊗1
= disc(P2B,sC⊗Zp).
However, the above isomorphism does not depend on the choice of (Λp, λp)
∼→ (H2(XsC ,Z)⊗Zp, c1(ξsC)⊗1)
because O(Λp, λp) acts trivially on disc(Lp).
We begin to use the notations and constructions set up in (3.1.3). Recall that the image of Kp0 in
Gad(Apf ) = SO(A
p
f ) is the largest subgroup of SO(L
p) which acts trivially on disc(Lp). By the universal
property of the complex analytic stack Shad
K0
(L)C (cf. [32, Prop. 4.3]), the tuple (P2B,Fil
•
P
2
dR|S˜#
C
, ǫ|S˜#
C
,∆B)
induces a period morphism ρC : S˜
#
C → ShadK0(L)C. By construction, there is an isometry αB : ρ∗CLB(−1)
∼→
P
2
B,C of Z-local systems and αdR,C : ρ
∗
CLdR(−1)|S˜#
C
→ P2dR,C of filtered vector bundles over S˜#C .
The arguments in the proof of [32, Cor. 5.4] shows that ρC descends to a morphism ρE : S˜
#
E →
Shad
K0
(L)E . Indeed, the main input we need is that for each C-point s, (αB, αdR,C)|s is absolutely Hodge,
or is an isomorphism of Z-motives in the language of loc. cit (cf. [32, Prop. 5.3]). This input is provided
by [1, Prop. 6.2.1], which tells us that the Kuga-Satake correspondence is motivated, and hence is absolutely
Hodge. See also [11, Prop. 10] for similar statements.
Deligne’s big monodromy argument in [14] allows us to show that there is a unique isometry αℓ :
ρ∗ELℓ
∼→ P2ℓ |S˜#E (1) whose restriction to S˜
#
C is compatible with αB via Artin’s comparison theorem (see
also [32, Prop. 5.6(1)]). Recall that, for a chosen geneator δ of det(L), there are global sections δℓ of
det(Lℓ). Using these δℓ’s, we can extend ǫ to an artificial orientation ǫp on X|S˜#E → S˜
#
E which is uniquely
characterized by the following property: For every C-point s, there exists an isomorphism det(L) →
det(P 2(Xs,Z)) which gives ǫp|s when tensored with Ẑp. Such an isomorphism is determined by ǫ provided
that it exists. Since S˜# is normal, we can further extend ǫp (necessarily uniquely) to an artificial orientation
on S˜#, which we denote by the same letter.
Let Kp be a compact open subgroup of Kp0. Note that the image K
p,ad ⊂ Gad(Af ) of Kp stabilizes Lp
and disc(Lp). Let S˜Kp denote the finite étale cover of S˜# which parametrizes Kp-level structures on X|S˜#
compatible with ǫp and ∆. Set K := K0,pKp. The morphism ρE : S˜
#
E → ShadK0(L)E can be promoted to
ρKp,E : S˜Kp,E → ShadK (L)E . When Kp is sufficiently small, the extension property of Sp(L) allows us to
extend ρK,E to ρK : S˜Kp → SK(L)R. In turn, by taking quotients, we obtain a morphism ρ : S˜# → S adK0 (L)R
of Deligne-Mumford stacks.
Theorem (3.3.4). (a) ρ is étale.
(b) For every prime number ℓ, there exists an isometry αℓ : ρ∗Lℓ(−1) ∼→ P2ℓ over S˜#E such that over S˜#C ,
αℓ and αB are compatible via the Artin comparison isomorphism; if ℓ 6= p, the isomorphism extends
uniquely over T .
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(c) αdR,C : ρ∗LdR|S˜#
C
(−1) ∼→ P2dR|S˜#
C
over S˜#C descends to αdR,E : ρ
∗
LdR|S˜#E (−1)
∼→ P2dR|S˜#E over S˜
#
E .
(d) αdR,E can be extended to αdR : ρ∗LdR(−1) ∼→ P2dR, which induces an isomorphism of F-crystals
αcris : ρ
∗
Lcris(−1) ∼→ P2cris.
(e) For every geometric point t on S˜#(k) and a point s on SK0(L) lifting ρ(t), there exists a natural
isomorphism
LEnd(As)
∼→ 〈ξt〉⊥ ⊂ NS(Xt) (12)
which is compatible with the isomorphisms in (b) and (d).
Proof. These follow from straightforward adaptions of the proofs of results in [32, Sect. 5]. We just explain
how to adapt the proof of [32, Thm 5.17(4)] to get (e). If chark(t) = 0, this follows from Hodge theory, so
we just treat the case when char k(t) = p. As in loc. cit., one can construct a map LEnd(As)→ [〈ξt〉⊥ ⊂
Pic (Xt)] such that the following diagrams commutes:
LEnd(As) 〈ξt〉⊥
L
F=1
cris P
2
cris(Xt/W )F=p
αcris,t
LEnd(As) 〈ξt〉⊥
Lℓ P
2
ét
(Xt,Zℓ(1))αℓ,t
We now sketch the construction of the map LEnd(As) → 〈ξt〉⊥. Let f ∈ LEnd(As). By [33, Prop. 7.18],
for some characteristic zero field F there exists an F -valued point sF which specializes to s such that f
lifts to an element fF ∈ LEnd(AsF ). Since ρ is étale, sF induces a lift tF of t, which corresponds to a
deformation XtF of Xt. Embed F into C. Now fF induces a Hodge class on XtF . By Lefschetz (1, 1)
theorem, up to replacing F by a finite extension, there exists a line bundle ζF on XtF realizing this class.
Specialize ζF to a line bundle ζ ∈ Pic (Xt). The map f 7→ ζ is well-defined and has the desired properties
because ζ is uniquely determined by its Chern classes (cf. (2.1.3)).
If Xs is not supersingular, then we can run the argument backwards and construct a map 〈ξt〉⊥ →
LEnd(As) because we can lift every pair of line bundles on Xs to characteristic zero by (2.2.10)(a). If Xs
is supersingular, then we conclude by (3.2.3)(b) that the map LEnd(As)→ 〈ξt〉⊥ has to be surjective.
4 Proofs of Theorems
4.1 Invariance of Deformation Types Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 2n
and let X be a K3[n]-type variety over k. Let ξ be a primitive polarization onX such that for some finite flat
extension V of W , (X, ξ) lifts to (XV , ξV ) over V whose generic fiber is of K3
[n]-type. By applying Artin’s
approximation theorem to Def(X ; ξ), we obtain a family (X → S, ξ) which universally deforms (X, ξ).
Up to shrinking S, assume that the family is everywhere a universal deformation and ξ is a primitive
polarization. By (2.2.10) and [52, Tag 055J], up to shrinking S, we may assume that S is connected, flat
over W , quasi-healthy and has connected generic fiber. By (2.3.2), all fibers of X in characteristic zero are
of K3[n]-type. We may shrink S such that every geometric fiber in characteristic p satisfies (4) and (5).
Then by (2.3.5), all geometric fibers of X are of K3[n]-type.
Using the notations in (3.3.2) and (3.3.3), we have a period morphism ρ : S˜# → S ad
K0
(L)W . Let b be
the k-point on S whose fiber is (X, ξ) and set S0 = S⊗Wk.
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Proposition (4.1.1). If X is supersingular, then c1 : NS(X)⊗Zℓ → H2ét(X,Zℓ) and c1 : NS(X)⊗Zp →
H2cris(X/W )
F=p are isomorphisms. In particular, there exists a polarization ζ ∈ NS(X) with p ∤ qX(ζ) and
c1,dR(ζ) 6∈ Fil2H2dR(X/k).
Proof. For the first statement, note that (3.3.4)(e) and (3.2.3) imply that both morphisms are isomorphisms
rationally. To see that the integral statements hold, apply (2.1.3). For the second statement, note that
by [45, Prop. 3.13] the Zp-lattice H2cris(X/W )
F=p is of the form pT0⊕T1 for some self-dual Zp-lattices T0, T1
and T0 has even rank. Therefore, there exists some line bundle ζ′ ∈ NS(X) with p ∤ qX(ζ′). For m ≫ 0,
ζ := pmξ + ζ is ample and p ∤ qX(ζ). Then c1,dR(ζ) 6∈ Fil2H2dR(X/k) is automatic because Fil2H2dR(X/k)
is isotropic.
Lemma (4.1.2). If X is supersingular, then the supersingular locus Sss0 on S is of dimension at most 10.
Proof. If ξ is of degree prime to p, then L is self-dual at p, and the result follows directly from the étaleness
of ρ and the dimension formula [21, Thm C].
To treat the general case, we give a geometric argument by adapting the proof of [45, Thm 5.6]. It
suffices to bound the dimension of the smooth locus of Sss0 , so we may move b (and hence deform (X, ξ))
a little and assume that Sss0 is smooth. Let Ŝ be the completion of S
ss at b. By (2.2.4) and (2.2.5), the
restriciton of H2cris to Ŝ has the structure of a K3 crystal. In fact, it is a supersingular K3 crystal over Ŝ
in the sense of [45, Prop. 5.1 (i)bis or (ii)]. Let η be the generic point of Ŝ and let η¯ be a geometric point
over η. Ogus’ crystalline proof [45, Prop. 5.5] of Artin’s main theorem in [2] applies without change in our
situation and gives that Pic (XŜ) = Pic (Xη) = Pic (Xη¯). Via the specialization map Pic (XŜ) → Pic (X ),
we may view these as subspaces of Pic (X).
Now since (X → S, ξ) universally deforms (X, ξ), there is an injective morphism from the tangent
space TbS to the tangent space of Def(X), which can be identified with H1(X,TX). Let T ss be the image
of TbSss in H1(X,TX). Let d log : Pic (X) → H1(X,Ω1X) be the natural morphism. By obstruction
theory [45, Cor. 1.14], T ss annhilates d log(Pic (Xη)) under the cup product pairing
H1(X,TX)×H1(X,Ω1X)→ H2(X,OX)∼= k.
Since the above pairing is perfect (cf. (2.2.6)), we have
dim Ŝ = dimT ss ≤ codimd log(Pic (Xη))H1(X,Ω1X) ≤ codimc1,dR(Pic (Xη))Fil1H2dR(X/k). (13)
Note that
dim
H2dR(X/k)
c1,dR(Pic (Xη))
≤ length H
2
cris(X/W )
c1,cris(Pic (Xη))⊗W . (14)
By the preceeding lemma, Pic (Xη¯)⊗Zp = H2cris(Xη¯/W (η¯))F=p. SinceH2cris(Xη¯/W (η¯)) is a supersingular
K3 crystal of rank 23, disc(Pic (Xη¯)) = (Z/pZ)2σ for some σ ≤ 11 by [45, Prop. 3.13]. Since c1,cris⊗W :
Pic (Xη)⊗W → H2cris(X/W ) is an isometric embedding of quadratic lattices overW andH2cris(X/W ) is self-
dual, the length of the cokernel is at most 11. Then we conclude by (13) that dim Ŝ ≤ 10, as Fil1H2dR(X/k)
is of codimension one in H2dR(X/k).
Proposition (4.1.3). Let A be any mixed characteristic complete DVR with residue field k. Let ζ be any
primitive polarization on X. If (XA, ζA) is a polarized smooth projective scheme over A with special fiber
(X, ζ), then the generic fiber of XA is of K3
[n]-type.
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Proof. By definition, there exists a primitive polarization ξ on X and a finite flat extension V of W such
that (X, ξ) lifts to (XV , ξV ) over V and the generic fiber of XV is of K3
[n]-type. Choose an m≫ 0 which
is prime to p such that mξ,mζ are both ample and Hi(X,mξ) = Hi(X,mζ) = 0 for i > 0. Let P,Q
be the Hilbert polynomials of ξ, ζ respecively. Choose bases for global sections of mξ and mζ and view
(X, ξ), (X, ζ) as given by k-points s, t on Hilb+,mP ,Hilb
+,m
Q . Let Z and Y denote the restrictions of the
universal families over Hilb+,mP and Hilb
+,m
Q respectively.
We first deal with the case when X is supersingular. Def(X ; ξ, ζ)⊗k has dimension at least 19 by
(2.2.2). Therefore, one infers from (4.1.2) that there exists a deformation (X ′, ξ′, ζ′) of (X, ξ, ζ) over k[[x]]
such that the geometric generic fiber of X ′ is of finite height. Lift s to a k[[x]]-valued point s′ on Hilb+,mP,W
so that Zs′ ∼=X ′. Let k′ be an algebraic closure of the fraction field of k[[x]]. By (2.2.10)(a), there exists
W (k′)-valued point s˜ which extends s′⊗k′ such that ξ′|X′⊗k′ and ζ′|X′⊗k′ extend to X ′′ := Zs˜. Let sV be
a V -point which extends s on Hilb+,mP such that ZsV ∼=XV . By construction, sV and s˜ map into the same
connected component of Hilb+,mP,W . Therefore, by (2.3.2) and (2.3.4), the generic fiber of the W (k
′)-scheme
X ′′ is of K3[n]-type. Since ζ deforms to X ′ and then to X ′′, on Hilb+,mQ,W we can find a k[[x]]-valued point t
′
which extends t and aW (k′)-valued point t˜ which extends t′⊗k′ such that Yt′ ∼=X ′ and Yt˜∼=X ′′. Similarly,
we can find an A-valued point tA on Hilb
+,m
Q,W which extends t such that YtA ∼=XA. Now tA and t˜ both
map into the same connected component of Hilb+,mQ,W . By (2.3.2) and (2.3.4) again, the generic fiber of XA
is also of K3[n]-type.
If X is not supersingular, we can still carry out the above arguments except that we can simply let X ′′
to be a W -lifting of X which carries lifts of both ξ and ζ.
The above method is inspired by [31, App. A]. Note that Theorem 2 is now proved: (a) is given by
(2.2.10) and (b) is generalized by the above.
4.2 Global Moduli Theory Our first goal is to prove some boundedness results:
Theorem (4.2.1). Let n, d be fixed positive numbers and p > 2n be a fixed prime. Let Pn,d be the set of
primitively polarized K3[n]-type varieties (X, ξ) over a field of either characteristic 0 or p such that ξ2n = d.
There exist numbers m,N which depend only on n, d, p such that for any (X, ξ) ∈ Pn,d, mξ is very
ample, Hi(X,mξ) = 0 for all i > 0, and H0(X,mξ) ≤ N . Moreover, the set Qn,d of possible Hilbert
polynomials of mξ for (X, ξ) ∈ Pn,d is finite.
Before starting the proof we first prove a connectedness lemma.
Lemma (4.2.2). Let R be a complete DVR with a characteristic zero fraction field K0 and an algebraically
closed residue field κ. Let T = SpecB be a connected flat affine scheme of finite type over R. If the special
fiber T⊗Rκ is nonempty and reduced, then the generic fiber of T is geometrically connected.
Proof. It suffices to show that for any finite Galois extension K of K0, T⊗RK is connected. Let V be the
integral closure of R in K. Since K is separable over K0, V is also a DVR. By [52, Tag 055J], it suffices
to show that for any such V , T ′ = T⊗RV is connected.
The Galois group Gal(K/K0) acts on B′ := B⊗RV through its action on V . Since κ is algebraically
closed, we can canonically identify T⊗Rκ and T ′⊗V κ. Let b ∈ T (κ) be a κ-point. It corresponds to
a maximal ideal m in B, or a Gal(K/K0)-invariant maximal ideal m′ of B′. Recall that the connected
components of T ′ correspond bijectively to the primitive idempotents of B′. If T ′ is not connected, then
there exists a nontrivial idempotent e ∈ B′ which corresponds to the connected component containing b,
i.e., ann(e) ⊆ m′ and SpecB′/ann(e) is connected.
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Let σ ∈ Gal(K/K0) be any element. Then σ(e) is also a primitive idempotent, and the corresponding
connected component is either the same as the one defined by e or is disjoint from it. In the former
case, e = σ(e). In the latter, eσ(e) = 0 and ann(e) + ann(σ(e)) = B′. Indeed, every element f ∈ B′
can be written as (f − ef) + ef , so that (f − ef) ∈ ann(e) and ef ∈ ann(σ(e)). However, m′ is a
proper ideal which is invariant under the Gal(K/K0)-action, so ann(e)+ann(σ(e)) ⊆ m′, which contradicts
ann(e) + ann(σ(e)) = B′. Therefore, e = σ(e) for every σ ∈ Gal(K/K0). But this implies that e ∈ B,
which contradicts the connectedness of B.
Remark (4.2.3). We will apply the above lemma to R =W . The hypotheses are added to rule out schemes
like W [x]/(x2 − p) (nonreduced special fiber), K0[x]/(x2 − p) (empty special fiber), and Zp[x]/(x2 − a) for
some a ∈ Zp which is not a quadratic residue (residue field not algebraically closed).
Proof of (4.2.1). First, we remark that it suffices to show that the bounds m,N exist when the base field
of (X, ξ) is only allowed to be Q¯ or F¯p. Indeed, (2.3.2) and (2.3.5) allow us to apply a standard spreading
out to primitively polarized K3[n]-type varieties. Then we use the semi-continuity theorem.
When restricted to (X, ξ)’s in characteristic zero, the theorem follows from a general theorem of Kollár
and Matsusaka [27] (see also [12, Thm 3.3]). In particular, among all (Y, ζ) ∈ Pn,d defined over C or Q¯,
there exists a finite subset {(Yi, ζi)}i∈I such that any other such pair (Y, ζ) deforms to one of (Yi, ζi) in a
projective family. By Theorem 2, an element Pn,d defined over an algebraically closed field in char p lifts
to an element in Pn,d in characteristic zero. Therefore, the only possiblities of the Hilbert polynomial of
mξ, for any (X, ξ) ∈ Pn,d, are those attained by mζi for some i ∈ I.
Let k be any algebraically closed field of characteristic p and take any (Y, ζ) ∈ Pn,d defined over C.
Let τ : K¯0∼=C be some isomorphism. Consider the subset S(Y, ζ, k) of Pn,d consisting of elements (X, ξ)
over k with the following property (∗): For some finite flat extension V over W = W (k) and embedding
V →֒ K¯0, (X, ξ) lifts to (XV , ξV ) over V such that (XV⊗τC, ξV⊗τC) deforms to (Y, ζ). By the preceeding
paragraphs, it suffices to show that, for any k and (Y, ζ) as above, the elements in S(Y, ζ, k) form a bounded
family. More precisely, we reduce to showing
Sublemma: There exists a variety T of finite type over k and primitively polarized K3[n]-scheme (Y, ζ)
over T such that if (X, ξ) ∈ S(Y, ζ, k), then there exists an k-point t ∈ T such that (Yt, ζt)∼=(X, ξ).
Now we prove the sublemma in three steps.
Step 1: Set (Λ, λ) = (H2(Y,Z), c1(ζ)) and L := λ⊥ ⊂ Λ. We use the notations and constructions in
(3.1.3) for L. Choose a compact open subgroup K ⊂ CSpin(L⊗Af ) = G(Af ) of the form K0,pKp for some
K
p ⊂ G(Apf ) such that K ⊂ K0 and S adK (L) is a scheme. Recall that the image Kad ⊂ Gad(Af ) preserves
the lattice L⊗Ẑ and acts trivially on disc(L). Therefore, K acts on (Λ⊗Ẑ, λ⊗1) (cf. (2.1.7)).
Apply Artin’s approximation theorem to Def(X, ξ) to obtain a primitively polarizedK3[n]-scheme (X →
S, ξ) as in Sect. 4.1. We may assume that S is affine and connected. Let (XV , ξV , τ) be as in (∗). Let b
(resp. bV ) be the k-point (resp. V -point) on S whose fiber is (X, ξ) (resp. (XV , ξV )). Set bC := bV⊗C,
so that (XV⊗τC, ξV⊗τC) = (XbC , ξbC). Let η† : (Λ, λ) = (H2(Y,Z), c1(ζ))
∼→ (H2(XbC ,Z), c1(ξbC)) be a
polarized parallel transport operator, which exists by (∗). Then η† induces a unique lift of bC to S˜Kp . We
replace S by the connected component of S˜Kp containing this lift and replace b, bV , bC accordingly. Now on
S we have a ǫp : det(Lp)
S
→ det(P2
Ẑp
) and a compatible Kp-level structure ηp. As in (3.3.2), we obtain a
period morphism ρ : S → S ad
K
(L).
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For each C-point s on SC, we have a canonical choice ǫs : det(L)
∼→ det(P 2(Xs,Z)) which is compatible
with ǫp|s. The Kp-level structure ηp gives us a Kp,ad-orbit of isomorphisms
η̂s : (Λ⊗Ẑp, λ⊗1) ∼→ (H2ét(Xs, Ẑp), c1(ξs))
compatible with ǫs⊗Ẑp. Now we show the following claim.
Claim: Any η′s : (Λ, λ)
∼→ (H2(Xs,Z), c1(ξs)) such that η′s⊗Ẑp lies in the Kp,ad-orbit η̂s is a polarized
parallel transport operator up to a sign.
When s = bC, we know that the Kad,p-orbit ηp|s contains η†⊗Ẑp by construction. Note that the special
fiber of SW is reduced, so by (4.2.2), SW⊗τC is connected. This ensures that for every C-point s, the
K
p,ad-orbit η̂s contains an element of the form ηs⊗Ẑ, where ηs : (Λ, λ) ∼→ (H2(Xs,Z), c1(ξs)) is a polarized
parallel transport operator. Now let η′s : (Λ, λ)
∼→ (H2(Xs,Z), c1(ξs)) be any other isomorphism which
lies in the Kp,ad-orbit η̂s and consider the composition f := η−1s ◦ η′s ∈ SO(Λ, λ). We claim that it is a
monodromy operator up to a sign. By (2.4.2), it suffices to show that f acts trivially on disc(Λ). As
disc(Λp) = 0, it suffices to check that f acts trivially on disc(Λp), but this follows from the fact that f fixes
λ and acts trivally on disc(Lp).
Step 2: For each tuple T := (X, ξ,XV , ξV , V ⊂ K¯0) as in (∗), we construct objects X , S, b, bV , bC, η†, ρ, ǫp, ηp
as above. Suppose T1, T2 are two such tuples. We use supscript i to label objects related to Ti. We claim
that if si ∈ Si are k-points such that ρ1(s1) = ρ2(s2), then (X1,s1 , ξ1,s1)∼=(X2,s2 , ξ2,s2). Indeed, we can
always choose some finite flat extension W ′ of W in K¯0 and W ′-valued points s˜i lifting si such that
ρ1(s˜1) = ρ2(s˜2). That ρ1(s˜1⊗C) = ρ2(s˜2⊗C) implies that there is an isomorphism of Hodge structures
ψ : (H2(X1,s˜1⊗C,Z), c1(ξ1,s˜1⊗C))
∼→ (H2(X2,s˜2⊗C,Z), c1(ξ2,s˜2⊗C)).
Moreover, the claim in step 1 and (2.4.1) tell us that ψ is a parallel transport operator. Therefore,
(X1,s˜1⊗C, ξ1,s˜1⊗C)∼=(X2,s˜2⊗C, ξ2,s˜2⊗C) by Verbitsky’s theorem. Now we use [37, Thm 2] to specialize this
to the desired isomorphism (X1,s1 , ξ1,s1)∼=(X2,s2 , ξ2,s2).
Step 3 : Finally, since each ρ is étale, the image of ρ is open on S ad
K
(L)W . The union
⋃
T im ρ where
T runs over all tuples is an open subscheme of S ad
K
(L)W and is in particular quasi-compact. Therefore,
for some finite set B,
⋃
T im ρ =
⋃
T ∈B im ρ. The sought after family can be taken to be the disjoint union
of the families (X → S, ξ) for T which appears in B.
(4.2.4) Next, we study automorphisms of K3[n]-type varieties. We start with a lemma on K3 crystals
(cf. [44, Def. 5.1]). For a K3 crystal H over a suitable base scheme Z, denote the isotropic direct summand
of HZ in the definition by FilH .
Lemma (4.2.5). Let p > 0 be any prime. Let H be a K3 crystal of rank r over k = F¯p which is not
supersingular. Let g be an automorphism of H. Then there exists a finite flat extension V over W =W (F¯p)
and a K3 crystal H˜ over V0 := V/(p) such that g lifts to an automorphism g˜ of H˜, and there exists an
isotropic direct summand FilV ⊂ H˜V lifting FilH˜ ⊂ H˜V0 which is preserved by the automorphism of H˜V
induced by g˜.
Proof. As a non-supersingular K3 crystal over k, H admits a canonical slope decomposition H1−1/h ⊕
H1 ⊕ H1+1/h for some number h ≥ 1 (cf. [46, Rmk 1.2]). Here the supscript denotes the slope. The
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pairing 〈−,−〉 on H splits into two pairings H1 × H1 → W (−2) and H1−1/h × H1+1/h → W (−2). We
can choose p-divisible groups G (resp. D) over k such that D(G∗)∼=H1−1/h and D(D∗)∼=H1. There exists
an isomorphism H1−1/h ⊕H1+1/h → D(G∗) × D(G)(−1) which is compatible with the Frobenius actions
and the pairings, where the pairing on D(G∗) × D(G)(−1) → W (−2) is the canonical pairing twisted by
W (−1). In particular H1+1/h∼=D(G)(−1). Fix these isomorphisms.
The automorphism g clearly preserves the slope decomposition. Giving g is equivalent to giving a pair
of automorphisms φ ∈ Aut(G) and φét ∈ Aut(D) such that the automorphism of D(D∗) = H1 induced by
φét preserves the pairing. Note that φ not only induces an automorphism of D(G) but one of D(G∗) as
well, and the canonical pairing is preserved.
We claim that G corresponds to an one-dimensional formal Lie group and D is étale. Indeed, one quickly
verifies from the definition of K3 crystals that dimk D(G∗)/V D(G∗) = 1 and D(D∗)/V D(D∗) = 0, where V
denotes the Verschiebung morphism on Dieudonné modules. This implies that dimk Lie(G) = 1 and D is
étale. Moreover, it is clear D(G∗) is V -uniform, i.e., the map V i : D(G∗)/VD(G∗)→ V iD(G∗)/V i+1D(G∗)
is an isomorphism for every i. Dieudonné theory gives the claim.
The deformation theory of Lubin-Tate formal group laws tells us that when k = F¯p, there exists a
finite flat extension V of W and deformation GV of G over V such that the automorphism φ lifts to
φV ∈ Aut(GV ) and the ramification index of V/W is at most h. Indeed, let α be any isogeny G→ G. Let
M be the field Qp(α) inside (EndG)⊗Qp and let OM be the ring of integers ofM . (EndG)⊗Qp is a division
algebra of dimension h2 over Qp and invariant 1/h. We can view G as an OM -module (see [58, Sect. 1.1]
for this terminology) of height h/e, where e := [M : Qp]. Let ÔurM be the completion of the maximal
unramified extension of OM . As a OM -module over k = F¯p, G has a deformation space isomorphic to
ÔurM [[t1, · · · , th/e−1]]. We obtain a ÔurM -lift of the OM -module G by setting t1 = · · · = th/e−1 = 0. Set
V = ÔurM . The étale p-divisible group D has a canonical lifting DV to V such that DV0 = DV /(p) is just
given by base change D⊗kV0.
Finally, we endow the F-crystal H˜ := D(G∗V0) ⊕ D(D∗V0) ⊕ D(GV0 )(−1) with the structure of a K3
crystal. D(D∗V0) inherits a pairing from D(D
∗). On D(G∗V0) ⊕ D(GV0)(−1) we again put (a Tate twist of)
the canonical pairing. Recall that D(G)k has a two-step filtration Fil
1
G ⊂ D(G)k such that Fil1G is one
dimensional. By considering the Frobenius action, one easily checks that Fil1G(−1) is the isotropic direct
summand FilH ⊂ Hk. Therefore, Fil1GV0 (−1), as a direct summand of D(GV0)(−1)V0 , is a lifting of FilH .
Now H˜ , together with the pairing we just defined and Fil1GV0 (−1), has the structure of a K3 crystal. The
desired FilV is given by Fil
1
GV (−1) ⊂ D(GV0)(−1)V .
We remark that when X is a K3 surface, G is canonically given by the formal Brauer group of X and
D by H2fl(X,µp∞) (cf. [44, Sect. 5]). The above lemma and the construction is its proof gives us
Proposition (4.2.6). Let p > 2n be a prime. Let X be a smooth projective variety over k = F¯p which
is an excellent reduction of a K3[n]-type variety such that H2cris(X/W ) is not supersingular. For any
automorphism f ∈ Aut(X), there exists a finite flat extension V of W , a deformation XV of X over
V such that f lifts to an automorphism of XV and the specialization map Pic (XV ) → Pic (XV0) is an
isomorphism for V0 := V/(p). In particular, XV is algebraizable.
Proof. Apply the preceeding lemma with H = H2cris(X/W ) and let V,G,D,GV , DV , H˜,FilV be as in the
proof, so that H˜ := D(G∗V0)⊕D(D∗V0)⊕D(GV0)(−1). By (2.2.9), f lifts to an automorphism f˜ of XV0 . Note
that the ideal (p) in V has a canonical PD structure. There is a canonical crystalline-de Rham comparison
isomorphism H2cris(XV0/V0)V ∼=H2dR(XV /V ). One applies the same deformation-theoretic argument as in
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the proof of (2.2.8)(a) to show that FilV corresponds to a deformation XV of XV0 . Since the action of f˜
on H2cris(XV0/V0)V preserves FilV , f˜ lifts to an automorphism of XV .
It remains to check that the natural map Pic (XV ) → Pic (XV0) is an isomorphism. There is a
canonical crystalline-de Rham comparison isomorphism H2cris(XV0/V0)V ∼=H2dR(XV /V ) and a Berthlot-
Ogus isomorphism H2cris(X/W )⊗K ∼=H2dR(XV /V )⊗K, for K = V [1/p]. By considering slopes, we see
that the crystalline Chern class c1(ξ) lies in the D(D∗)W part of H2cris(X/W ). By construction of XV ,
c1(ξ)⊗1 is orthogonal to Fil2H2dR(XV /V )⊗K, and hence lies in Fil1H2dR(XV /V )⊗K. Therefore, if the map
Pic (XV0)→ Pic (X) sends an element ξ′ to ξ, then c1,cris(ξ′)V ∈ H2cris(XV0/V0)V lies in Fil1H2dR(XV /V ),
since c1,cris(ξ′)⊗1 = c1,cris(ξ)⊗1 inH2cris(X/W )⊗K. By [45, Prop. 1.12], ξ′ lifts toXV . By (2.2.3), Pic (XV0)
contains a polarization. Therefore, XV is algebraizable.
Proposition (4.2.7). Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 2n. Let X be a K3[n]-type
variety over k.
(a) The natural map Aut(X)→ O(H2cris(X/W )) is injective.
(b) The natural map Aut(X)→ O(H2
ét
(X,Zℓ)) is injective for every prime ℓ 6= p.
(c) Suppose f is an automorphism of X which fixes a polarization. If for some number m with m ≥ 3
and p ∤ m, f acts trivially on P 2
ét
(X, Ẑp) modulo m, then f is the identity.
Proof. (a) It is known that for a K3[n]-type variety XC over C, the natural map Aut(XC)→ O(H2(XC,Z))
is injective. For (a), one can apply the same arguments in the proof of [45, Cor. 2.5]: One can always
choose a lift XW of X over W which carries the lift of a primitive polarization, by (2.2.10) and (4.1.1). If
f ∈ Aut(X) acts trivially on H2cris(X/W ), it automatically preserves the filtration on H2cris(X/W ) induced
by XW . By the local Torelli theorem, f lifts to XW and the lift of f acts trivially on H2dR(XW /W ). By
Theorem 2, for any embedding W →֒ C, XW⊗C is of K3[n]-type, so we reduce to the case over C.
(b) If X is supersingular, then H2cris(X/W )[1/p] and H
2
ét
(X, Ẑp) are both spanned by algebraic classes.
Since automorphisms have to preserve Pic (X), (b) reduces to (a). If X is not supersingular, then we first
use a standard spreading out argument to reduce (b) to the case k = F¯p. Indeed, for every f ∈ Aut(X),
we can always find a family of smooth projective varieties X → S over F¯p such that X is a geometric
generic fiber of X → S and f extends to an automorphism F of X over S. By (2.3.5), every closed fiber
of X/S is also of K3[n]-type. If f acts trivially on H2
ét
(X,Zℓ), then for every F¯p-point s ∈ S, F |s acts
trivially on H2ét(Xs,Zℓ). Therefore, if we know (b) for F¯p, then F , and hence f , must be trivial. Suppose
now k = F¯p. Let XV be the lift given by (4.2.6). For any embedding V →֒ C, the lift of f acts trivially
on H2ét(XV⊗C,Zℓ), so it acts trivially on H2(XV⊗C,Z) and H2dR(XV /V )⊗K. By the Berthelot-Ogus
isomorphism H2cris(X/W )⊗K ∼=H2dR(XV /V )⊗K, f must act trivially on H2cris(X/W ), so we reduce to (a).
(c) By a general result of Matsusaka [36, Thm 6(iv)], the automorphism group Aut(X, ξ) is finite, for
any polarization ξ on X . Therefore, f has finite order. Next, let P 2(X) be either P 2(X) = P 2
ét
(X,Zℓ)
for some ℓ 6= p or P 2cris(X/W )[1/p]. We claim that the characteristic polynomial det(tI − f∗|P 2(X)) has
coefficients in Z and is independent of the cohomology theory chosen for P 2(X). Again, in the supersingular
case, this follows from (4.1.1). In the finite height case, we first reduce to k = F¯p, apply (b) and use that
fact that automorphisms of complex manifolds preserve the Betti cohomology with integral coefficients.
Now let α be an eigenvalue for f∗|P 2(X). One checks that α is of the form 1+mc for some algebraic integer
c. By the lemma in [43, 208], α = 1 as m ≥ 3. Since f has finite order, f∗|P 2(X) has to be the identity.
Now (c) follows from (a) or (b).
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Remark (4.2.8). Rizov proved the above results for K3 surfaces (cf. [48, Prop. 3.4.2, Cor. 3.4.5]) by
taking advantage of the fact that a K3 surface automatically admits a Chow-Künneth decomposition
(cf. [48, Lem. 3.4.4]). Rizov’s proof would have generalized directly were the Chow-Künneth decomposition
known for K3[n]-type varieties in general. Unfortunately, currently we only know this when X is a Hilbert
scheme of n-points on a K3 surface (cf. [56, Thm 1]). We also remark that even when n = 1 (c) is not true
if X is supersingular (cf. [17, Thm 1.4]). Of course, in the supersingular case, our proof cannot proceed,
but it is interesting that Esnault and Oguiso provided counterexamples in [17] by considering complex
dynamics. Finally, we caution the reader that the injectivity of Aut(XC) → O(H2(XC,Z)) is not some
general fact about hyperkähler manifolds: It is not true for manifolds of generalized Kummer type.
Now consider the moduli functorMn,d which sends each scheme S over Z(p) to the groupoid of primitively
polarized K3[n]-spaces of degree d over S.
Proposition (4.2.9). Mn,d is reprsentable by a Deligne-Mumford stack of finite type over Z(p).
Proof. The n = 1 case, i.e., the case for K3 surfaces, has already been treated by Rizov (cf. [48, Thm 4.3.3]).
Given our preparations, there is no obstruction to generalizing the proofs in loc. cit. We sketch the main
steps for the adaptation. First, let m, N and Qn,d be as in (4.2.1). It is clear from the proof that we may
take an m such that p ∤ m. Consider the disjoint union
∐
P∈Qn,d
Hilb+,mP and let the universal family over
it be denoted by Z . We call a connected component C of this union admissible if C contains a geometric
point s such that Zs is of K3
[n]-type. One checks by (2.3.2), (2.3.4), and (2.3.5) that C is admissible if
and only if for every geometric point s, Zs is of K3
[n]-type. In fact, by the density result of Mongardi
and Pazienza [40, Cor. 1.2], to check that C is admissible, it suffices to check that it contains a C-point
s such that Zs is the Hilbert scheme of n points on some K3 surface. Let Hm,d be the union admissible
components. Then we obtain a natural morphism Hm,d → Mn,d, which can easily be checked to be smooth
and surjective.
Next, one shows that given a Z(p)-scheme S and two objects X ,Y of Mn,d over S, the functor which
parametrizes isomorphisms IsomS(X ,Y) is representable by a separated unramified scheme over S. The
proof [48, Lem. 4.3.8] proceeds without change. The key is that a K3[n]-type varieties has no global vector
fields, and hence no nontrivial infinitesimal automorphisms (cf. [48, Thm 3.3.1]). Now we may conclude
because Mn,d has a representable, separated and unramified diagonal and a smooth cover by Hm,d.
(4.2.10) Let Λ denote the K3[n]-lattice Λn. It is easy to see that there is decomposition
Mn,d =
∐
(Λ,λ)
M
(Λ,λ)
n,d
where λ runs through primitive vectors of Λ with λn(〈λ, λ〉)n = d and M(Λ,λ)n,d is a union of connected
components of Mn,d such that for every geometric point on M
(Λ,λ)
n,d , the map PL takes the fiber to (Λ, λ).
Since Mn,d is of finte type, for only finitely many (Λ, λ) M
(Λ,λ)
n,d 6= ∅.
We restrict our attention to a single M(Λ,λ)n,d . Let the universal family over it be denoted by (X , ξ).
As in (3.3.2), let H2∗ and P
2
∗ (∗ = B, ℓ, dR, cris) be the sheaves given by the cohomology of the universal
family. Let L = λ⊥ ⊂ Λ. Construct a finite étale cover M˜(Λ,λ),#n,d of M(Λ,λ)n,d , so that there are universal
trivializations ǫ : det(L2)
∼→ det(P22) and ∆ : disc(L) ∼→ disc(P2Ẑp). As in (3.3.3), we can construct a period
morphism M˜(Λ,λ),#n,d,Q → ShadK0(L), using which we can extend ǫ uniquely to an artificial orientation ǫp over
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M
(Λ,λ)
n,d which is characterized by the property that for any s ∈ M˜(Λ,λ)n,d,Q(C), ǫp|s is obtained by tensoring a
(necessarily unique) isometry det(L) → det(P 2(Xs,Z)) with Ẑp. For any compact open subgroup Kp of
K
p
0, we can now speak of the finite étale cover M˜
(Λ,λ)
n,d,Kp of M˜
(Λ,λ)
n,d which parametrizes K
p-level structures
compatible with ǫp and ∆.
Theorem (4.2.11). For Kp small enough, M˜(Λ,λ)n,d,Kp is representable by a quasi-projective scheme over Z(p).
Proof. Let S be any Z(p)-scheme. Let (X → S, ξ) be any polarized K3[n]-space over a Z(p)-scheme S. Since
AutS(X , ξ) is representable and unramified over S, if f ∈ AutS(X , ξ) acts trivially on each geometric fiber,
f must be trivial. Therefore, when Kp is small enough, (4.2.7)(c) ensures that objects in M˜(Λ,λ)n,d,Kp(S) have
no nontrivial automorphisms, so that M˜(Λ,λ)n,d,Kp is representable by an algebraic space of finite type.
When Kp is small enough, S ad
K
(L) is a quasi-projective scheme, where K := K0,pKp. Recall that there is
an étale morphism ρ : M˜(Λ,λ)n,d,Kp → S adK (L). As M˜(Λ,λ)n,d,Kp is an algebraic space, ρ is representable. [28, Prop. 16.5]
tells us that M˜(Λ,λ)n,d,Kp embeds as an open sub-algebraic space into a finite S
ad
K
(L)-scheme, so M˜(Λ,λ)n,d,Kp is a
quasi-projective scheme.
4.3 Supersingular Specialization Operators and Crystalline Torelli Let k be an algebraically
closed field of characteristic p > 2n.
Definition (4.3.1). Let X,X ′ be two K3[n]-type varieties over k. An isomorphism ψp : H2
ét
(X, Ẑp)
∼→
H2ét(X
′, Ẑp) is said to be an étale parallel transport operator if there exists a connected scheme S with
k-points b, b′ and a K3[n]-space X → S such that under some isomorphism Xb∼=X , Xb′ ∼=X ′, ψp is induced
by an étale path on S from b to b′. If X → S can be taken to be polarizable, then we say in addition that
ψp is polarizable.
By an étale path we mean an isomorphism of fiber functors from the category of finite étale covers to
the category of sets defined by b and b′ (cf. [52, Tag 03VD]).
Definition (4.3.2). Let S be a scheme over k and f : X → S be a K3[n]-space whose geometric fibers are
all supersingular. A marking on f : X → S is a morphism of group schemes µ : NS → PicX/S, where N
is a quadratic lattice over Z, NS is the constant group scheme defined by N over S, PicX/S is the relative
Picard scheme, such that the induced map N → Pic (Xs) is an isomorphism for a general k-point s of S.
We call the pair (X → S, µ) as above a marked K3[n]-space. Our definition is completely analogous
to [46, Def. 2.1], except that in ours instead of having many choices, N is intrinsically determined by X/S.
This difference is not important for our purposes. By [42, Thm 3.10], or by the proof of [45, Prop. 5.5], for
any geometric point s of S, the map N → Pic (Xs) has finite p-primary cokernel. In such a family, for any
two geometric points s, s′ on S, we have a canonical isomorphism Pic (Xs)[1/p] ∼→ Pic (Xs′)[1/p] induced
by µ. Therefore, we can make the following definition:
Definition (4.3.3). Let X and X ′ be two supersingular K3[n]-type varieties over k. An isomorphism
ψ : Pic (X)[1/p]
∼→ Pic (X ′)[1/p] is called a supersingular specialization operator if it is induced by a
marked K3[n]-scheme (X → S, µ) for some connected scheme S of finite type over k. We say that ψ is in
addition polarizable, if moreover X → S admits a polarization.
By specialization and generization via discrete valuation rings, one checks that supersingular special-
ization operators give rise to étale parallel transport operators in a natural way:
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Lemma (4.3.4). Suppose ψ : Pic (X)[1/p]
∼→ Pic (X ′)[1/p] is a supersingular specialization operator
induced by (X → S, µ) as above. Then the isomorphism ψ⊗Ẑp : H2
ét
(X, Ẑp)
∼→ H2
ét
(X ′, Ẑp) is induced by
an étale path on S.
In the above statement we implicitly used the natural isomorphisms Pic (X)⊗Ẑp c1∼= H2ét(X, Ẑp) and
Pic (X ′)⊗Ẑp c1∼= H2ét(X ′, Ẑp) provided by (4.1.1).
Proof. We quickly reduce to the case when S is irreducible. Let η be the generic point of S and let η¯
be a geometric point over η such that k(η¯) is an algebraic closure of k(η). Suppose b, b′ are the k-points
on S such that Xb and Xb′ are identified with X and X ′. For some DVR R, there exists a morphism
γ : SpecR→ S which maps the generic point to η and the special point to b. (cf. [52, Tag 054F]). Without
loss of generality, we may assume that R is strictly Henselian. Let K¯ be an algebraic closure of the fraction
field K of R and κ be the residue field of R. Choose an embedding k(η¯) ⊂ K¯ which is compatible with
k ⊂ κ induced by γ.
We claim that if we tensor the canonical isomorphism Pic (Xη¯)[1/p] ∼→ Pic (Xb)[1/p] induced by µ with
Ẑp, the resulting isomorphism H2
ét
(Xη¯, Ẑp) ∼→ H2ét(Xb, Ẑp) is the one induced by γ. Note that we can base
change X to SpecK and Spec K¯ along γ. We have the natural maps
Pic (Xη¯) s1→ Pic (XK¯) s2← Pic (XK) s3→ Pic (Xκ) s4← Pic (X)
The s3 is given by specialization and the other arrows are given by base change. s1, s4 are isomorphisms, and
s2 is injective. s3 has a finite p-primary cokernel. Indeed, Pic (XK) = PicXR/R(K) = PicX/S(γ⊗K) ⊃ N ,
where the first equality follows from the assumption that R is strictly Henselian and general properties of
the relative Picard functor (cf. [9, 208]). Therefore, we obtain isomorphisms Pic (Xη¯)[1/p]
∼→ Pic (Xk)[1/p]
and Pic (XK¯)[1/p]
∼→ Pic (Xκ)[1/p]. The former map has to agree with the one induced by µ and the latter
map fits into a commutative diagram
Pic (XK¯)[1/p] Pic (Xκ)[1/p]
H2
ét
(XK¯ , Ẑp) H2ét(Xκ, Ẑp)
c1 c1
where the bottom arrow is given by the canonical étale path from Spec K¯ to Specκ on SpecR. Now the
claim follows. To finish the proof of the lemma, construct γ′ connecting η¯ to b′ in a similar way. Then
compose the canonical étale paths given by γ and γ′.
Lemma (4.3.5). Let (X, ξ) and (X ′, ξ′) be two primitively polarized supersingular K3[n]-type varieties
over k. Suppose ψ : NS(X)
∼→ NS(X ′) be an isomorphism which preserves the top intersection numbers,
sends ξ to ξ′ and extends to an isomorphism ψcris : H2cris(X/W )→ H2cris(X ′/W ) via the crystalline Chern
class maps. Assume that p does not divide ξ2n = (ξ′)2n.
Then there exist liftings (XW , ξW ) and (X ′W , ξ
′
W ) of (X, ξ) and (X
′, ξ′) over W such that, for the
generic fibers XK0 and X
′
K0
of XW and X ′W , the map ψdR[1/p] : H
2
dR(XK0/K0)
∼→ H2dR(X ′K0/K0) induced
by ψcris is absolutely Hodge. Moreover, for any embedding K0 →֒ C, ψdR[1/p]⊗C sends H2(XW (C),Z)
onto H2(X ′W (C),Z).
Proof. One easily deduces from (2.1.11) and (4.1.1) that PL(X, ξ) = PL(X ′, ξ′). Let this pointed lattice
be (Λ, λ). Set L = λ⊥. Note that by our assumptions Lp is self-dual. We endow (X, ξ) with trivializations
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∆ : disc(Lp)
∼→ disc(P 2
ét
(X, Ẑp)) and ǫ : det(L2)
∼→ det(P 2
ét
(X,Z2)). Similarly, endow (X ′, ξ′) with (∆′, ǫ′).
We choose ǫ′ to be the one induced by ǫ via ψ⊗Z2. With these choices, (X, ξ) and (X ′, ξ′) give rise to
k-points t and t′ on M˜(Λ,λ),#n,d . Recall that in (3.1.3) we explained that for a chosen generator δ ∈ det(L),
there are global sections δℓ on det(Lℓ) over SK0(L) for every ℓ 6= p.
Consider the period morphism ρ : M˜(Λ,λ),#n,d → S adK0 (L). Let s, s′ be k-points on SK0(L) which lift
ρ(t), ρ(t′). We will freely make use of isomorphisms in (3.3.4). Let the universal abelian family over
SK0(L) by A . By 3.2, there exists a CSpin-isogeny f : As → As′ . Let 〈ξ〉⊥, 〈ξ′〉⊥ be the orthogonal
complements of ξ, ξ′ in NS(X),NS(X ′) and let ψ⊥ : 〈ξ〉⊥ ∼→ 〈ξ′〉⊥ be the restriction of ψ. By (3.3.4)(e),
ψ⊥ can be identified with an isomorphism LEnd(As)
∼→ LEnd(As′). f also induces by conjugation an
isomorphism f conj : LEnd(As)Q
∼→ LEnd(As′)Q. The composition (ψ⊥⊗Q)−1 ◦ f conj is an element of
O(LEnd(As)Q). By our assumption on ǫ and ǫ′, the isomorphism LẐp,s → LẐp,s′ induced by ψ⊥ respects the
orientation tensors δ2,s and δ2,s′ . Since CSpin-isogenies also preserve orientation tensors, (ψ⊥⊗Q)−1◦f conj
lies in SO(LEnd(As)Q). Note that the group of CSpin-isogenies from As to itself can be identified with
CSpin(LEnd(As)Q), which surjects to SO(LEnd(As)Q). Therefore, up to composing with CSpin-isogeny
As → As, we may assume that f induces ψ⊥ by conjugation.
By assumption, ψ⊥ extends to an isomorphism Lcris,s
∼→ Lcris,s′ , so by (3.2.6) we may assume that f is
a prime-to-p isogeny. The Hecke action by CSpin(L⊗Apf ) on Sp(L) allows us to lift f to a CSpin-isogeny
fW : AsW
∼→ As′
W
, where sW , s′W are lifts of s, s
′ over W (cf. [60, Sect. 3.2.1]). Since ρ is étale, the images
of sW , s′W on S
ad
K0
(L) lift to W -points tW , t′W of M˜
(Λ,λ),#
n,d which extend t, t
′.
We claim that the desired liftings (XW , ξW ) and (X ′W , ξ
′
W ) are given by tW , t
′
W . Let K0 →֒ C be
any embedding and let sC, s′C be the base change of sW , s
′
W to C. fW⊗C induces an isomorphism of
Hodge structures LB,sC⊗Q ∼→ LB,s′C⊗Q, which then gives rise to P 2(XW⊗C,Q)
∼→ P 2(XW⊗C,Q). Ex-
tend the latter isomorphism to ψC : H2(XW⊗C,Q) ∼→ H2(XW⊗C,Q) by sending c1(ξW⊗C) to c1(ξ′W⊗C).
Since fW is prime-to-p, the isomorphism LB,sC⊗Q ∼→ LB,s′C⊗Q restricts to LB,sC⊗Z(p)
∼→ LB,s′
C
⊗Z(p).
By the smooth and proper base change theorem, and the observation that ψ extends to an isomorp-
shim H2
ét
(X, Ẑp)
∼→ H2
ét
(X ′, Ẑp) via the étale Chern class maps, ψC⊗Af restricts to an isomorphism
H2
ét
(XW⊗C, Ẑp) ∼→ H2ét(X ′W⊗C, Ẑp). Therefore, ψC restricts to an integral isometry H2(XW⊗C,Z) ∼→
H2(XW⊗C,Z). It is clear that ψdR[1/p] is absolutely Hodge.
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 4.
Proof. We first treat the case when n − 1 = 0, 1, or a prime power. By (4.1.1), we can always find
polarizations ξ, ξ′ on X,X ′ such that p ∤ ξ2n = (ξ′)2n. Let (XW , ξW ) and (X ′W , ξ
′
W ) be the liftings provided
by (4.3.5). Choose an isomorphism K¯0∼=C, so that we get a Hodge isometry ψC : H2(XW (C),Z) ∼→
H2(X ′W (C),Z). If n− 1 = 0, 1, or a prime power, then Mon2(XW (C)) = O+(H2(XW (C),Z)), so that ψC
is automatically a parallel transport operator up to a sign. By (2.4.1), ψC has the correct sign, so that
by Verbitsky’s theorem it is induced by an isomorphism fC : X ′W (C) → XW (C), which specializes to the
desired f : X ′ ∼→ X by [37, Thm 2].
Now we treat the general case. By assumption, ψ[1/p] is induced by a polarized family (X → S, ξ)
of marked K3[n]-type varieties, for some connected scheme S of finite type over k. We may assume that
ξ has the property that for every geometric point t → S, p ∤ d := ξ2nt . Otherwise, we can always find
a section ζ ∈ PicX/S(S) which has this property and replace ξ by pmξ + ζ for some m ≫ 0. Let
s, s′ be k-points of S which correspond to X and X ′ and let ξ, ξ′ be ξs, ξs′ . By (4.3.4), the morphism
ψét : H
2
ét
(X, Ẑp)
∼→ H2
ét
(X ′, Ẑp) given by ψ⊗Ẑp is induced by an étale path ε from s to s′ on S.
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Let (Λ, λ) be the pointed lattice PL(X, ξ) = PL(X ′, ξ′). Construct S˜# as in (3.3.2), so that S˜#
is equipped with universal trivializations ǫ and ∆ of det(P22) and disc(P
2
Ẑp
), and we get a morphism
ι : S˜# → M˜(Λ,λ),#n,d . Let ǫp be the induced artificial orientation on S˜#. Let Kp be a compact open subgroup
of Kp0 ⊂ CSpin(L⊗Apf ) such that M˜(Λ,λ)n,d,Kp is a scheme. Construct a finite étale cover S˜Kp of S˜# such that
a morphism T → S˜Kp corresponds to a morphism T → S˜# together with a choice of Kp-level structure
on (XT → T, ξT ) which is compatible with ǫp and ∆. Now we obtain a morphism ι : S˜Kp → M˜(Λ,λ)n,d,Kp⊗W .
By (2.4.3), each connected component S˜Kp is a Galois cover of S. We can lift s, s′ and ε to a connected
component of S˜Kp and replace S by this connected component.
For each k-point t ∈ S, we choose an affine open neighborhood Uι(t) of ι(t) in M˜(Λ,λ)n,d,Kp⊗W . Then we
take U :=
⋃
t Uι(t) as t runs through the k-points of S. Since the morphism ι factors through U , the
morphism ψét is now induced by an étale path from u := ι(s) to u′ := ι(s′). The liftings (XW , ξW ) and
(X ′W , ξ
′
W ) induce W -points uW , u
′
W lifting u, u
′. Let uC, u′C be the C-points on U given by uW⊗C, u′W⊗C.
Again, let (XW , ξW ) and (X ′W , ξ
′
W ) be the liftings provided by (4.3.5). Choose an isomorphism K¯0∼=C,
so that we get a Hodge isometry ψC : H2(XW (C),Z)
∼→ H2(X ′W (C),Z). Since ψC⊗Ẑp agrees with ψét via
the smooth and proper base change theorem, there is a commutative diagram
H2
ét
(XW⊗C, Ẑp) H2ét(X ′W⊗C, Ẑp)
H2
ét
(X, Ẑp) H2
ét
(X ′, Ẑp)
ψC⊗Ẑ
p
ψét
where the vertical maps are given by the canonical étale paths along W from uC and u′C to u and u
′
respectively. Therefore, ψC⊗Ẑp is induced by an étale path from uC to u′C.
Clearly U is connected. Applying (4.2.2) to Uι(t)’s, we see that U⊗WC is also connected. We
now choose a topological path from u′C to uC, parallel transport along which induces an isomorphism
γ : H2(X ′W (C),Z)
∼→ H2(XW (C),Z). Note that by (2.4.1), both ψC and γ are orientation preserving.
Therefore, γ ◦ψC ∈ O+(H2(XW (C,Z)). Since (γ ◦ψC)⊗Ẑp lies in the image of étale monodromy represen-
tation
πét1 (U, uC)→ O(H2ét(XW (C), Ẑp), c1(ξW (C))),
(γ ◦ψC)⊗Ẑp acts trivially on disc(H2ét(XW (C), Ẑp)), by the existence of Kp,ad-level structures on U . Mark-
man’s theorem (2.4.2) then ensures that γ◦ψC ∈Mon2(XW (C)), so ψC is a parallel transport operator. Now
we conclude as before: By Verbitsky’s theorem, ψC is induced by an isomorphism fC : X ′W (C)→ XW (C),
which specializes to the desired f : X ′ ∼→ X by [37, Thm 2].
4.4 Moduli of Sheaves on K3’s
(4.4.1) Now we discuss some concrete examples of K3[n]-type varieties. Let k denote an algebraically
closed field and S be a K3 surface over k. We can consider moduli spaces of stable sheaves on S
(cf. [11, Sect. 2.1], [19, Sect. 4.2]). Let α be the numerical equivalence class of a closed point on S.
A Mukai vector v on S is an element in the algebraic Mukai lattice N(S) := Z ⊕ NS(S) ⊕ Zα. Denote
by c1(v) the component of v in NS(S). The lattice N(S) is equipped with a Makai pairing defined by
〈(a, b, c), (a′, b′, c′)〉 = bb′ − ac′ − a′c. Let H be a polarization on S and v be a Mukai vector such that
v2+2 = 2n. If H is in general position with respect to v, the moduli space of H-stable sheaves with Mukai
vector v on S is representable by a smooth projective variety MH(S, v). Now suppose chark = p > 0 and
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for some finite flat extension V of W , the triple (S,H, c1(v)) lifts to (SV , HV , c1(v)V ). Then the Mukai
vector v also lifts to SV and the relative moduli space MHV (SV , v) is a lift of MH(S, v). MHV (SV , v) is
projective over V and its generic fiber is of K3[n]-type (cf. the proof of [12, Thm 2.4]).
Proposition (4.4.2). MH(S, v) is a variety of K3[n]-type if MH(S, v) has the same Hodge numbers as a
complex K3[n]-type variety.
Proof. Our goal is to show thatMHV (SV , v) as in the preceeding paragraph can be chosen such that some
primitive polarization onMH(S, v) lifts toMHV (SV , v). Note that the Hodge-de Rham spectral sequence
necessarily degenerates at E1-page for MHV (SV , v) and its generic and special fibers are equipped with
Beauville-Bogomolov forms (cf. (2.1.4)).
If S is non-supersingular, then by [30, Thm 4.1], there exists a lift SV as above with V = W .
Since MHV (SV , v) is still projective, there exists some polarization ξ˜ on MHV (SV , v). By [7, Thm 3.8]
or [45, Prop. 1.12], the primitive polarization associated to the restriction of ξ˜ at the special fiber lifts to
MHV (SV , v).
Now suppose S is supersingular. Let v⊥ be the orthogonal complement of v in N(S). We claim
that there exists an element w ∈ v⊥ such that p ∤ w2. Indeed, since p ∤ v2, we have disc((v⊥)p) =
disc(N(S)p) = disc(NS(S)p)∼=(Z/pZ)2σ for some σ ≤ 10. If such w does not exist, then we must have
|disc((v⊥)p)| ≥ prank v⊥ = p23, which contradicts |disc((v⊥)p)| ≤ p20. By [12, Prop. 1.5], we can find a lift
SV of S over a finite flat extension V of W as in the first paragraph such that c1(w) also lifts to SV . A
lift of c1(w) induces a lift of w. Let K be the fraction field of V and K¯ be an algebraic closure of K. By
Thm 2.4(iv) in loc. cit., there exists an injective isometry
θv : [v˜
⊥ ⊂ N(SV⊗K¯)]→ NS(MHV (SV , v)⊗K¯)
where v˜ is the lift of v to SV⊗K¯. This implies that up to replacing V by a further finite flat extension, the
lift of w to SV⊗K¯ induces via θv a line bundle ζ˜ on MHV (SV , v) which specializes to a line bundle ζ on
MH(S, v). Since θv is an isometry, w2 = ζ2. Now let ξ˜ be any polarization on MHV (SV , v) and let ξ be
its restriction to the special fiber. For h≫ 0, phξ˜ + ζ˜ is polarization on MHV (SV , v). Since p ∤ (phξ + ζ)2
and the Beauville-Bogomolov form on NS(MH(S, v)) takes integral values, phξ+ ζ cannot be a p-power of
another line bundle. By (2.2.3)(b), the primitive line bundle associated to phξ+ζ lifts toMHV (SV , v).
In practice it is hard to check whether a particular MH(S, v) has the expected Hodge numbers, i.e.,
those of a complex K3[n]-type variety, although we believe this should be generically true. The following
gives a sufficient condition:
Proposition (4.4.3). Suppose p > 2n+1 and one of the following is satisfied: S is non-supersingular, or
c1(v) is a multiple of H and c1,dR(H) 6∈ Fil2H2dR(X/k). Then MH(S, v) has the same Hodge numbers as
a complex K3[n]-type variety.
Proof. The hypothesis guarantees that we can always find a lift (XW , HW , c1(v)W ) of (X,H, c1(v)) over
W . Then we can considerMHW (SW , v) as before. Let us write X forMH(S, v) and XW forMHW (SW , v).
Since dimX = 2n, a well known theorem of Deligne-Illusie guarantees that the Hodge-de Rham spectral
sequence of X degenerates at E1-page. Since H
j
ét
(XW⊗K¯0,Zp) is torsion-free for all j, Hjcris(X/W ) is
torsion-free for j < p − 1 (cf. [18, Rmk 6.4]). This shows that HjdR(XW /W ) is free over W for j ≤ 2n.
Poincaré duality of algebraic de Rham cohomology (cf. [52, Tag 0FW7]) ensures that dimHjdR of the special
fiber agrees with that of the generic fiber.
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As a special case, the Hilbert scheme of n points S[n] can be viewed as MH(v) for any polarization
H and v = (1, 0, 1 − n). We can always choose H so that c1,dR(H) 6∈ Fil2H2dR(S/k) by Tate conjecture
estabilished in [32] and the arguments in (4.1.1). Therefore, S[n] is a K3[n]-type variety whenever p > 2n+1.
Fano varieties of cubic fourfold will be discussed in Sect. 4.5.
Remark (4.4.4). In [12], Charles asked whether for fixed n, d, there exists bounds m,N,D such that if
X is a moduli space of stable sheaves on K3 surfaces of dimension 2n and L is a big and nef line bundle
on X with L2n = d, the complete linear series |mL| induces a birational map from X to a subvariety of
Pn
′
of degree at most D for some n′ ≤ N .
Now we fix a characteristic p > 2n for the base field of X . By (4.4.2), X is a K3[n]-type variety as long
as it has the expected Hodge numbers. If we restrict to considering such X ’s, (4.2.1) gives an affimative
answer to this question when L is ample, in which case birational maps can be replaced by isomorphisms.
However, the bounds m,N we give may depend on p, so we only constructed moduli spaces of K3[n]-type
varieties over Z(p) instead of an open part of SpecZ.
4.5 Cubic Fourfolds We first review some basic theory about complex cubic fourfolds (cf. [5]). Let
YC ⊂ P5C be a smooth cubic hypersurface. Let h be its hyperplane section. The Fano variety of lines
on YC, which we denote by F (YC), is a K3
[2]-type hyperkähler variety. Via the Plücker embedding, h
induces a canonical polarization on F (YC), which we denote by g. The natural incidence correspondence
on YC × F (YC) induces an Abel-Jacobi map
AJ : H4(YC,Z)→ H2(F (YC),Z)
which sends h2 to g and restricts to a Hodge isometry P 4(YC,Z(2))
∼→ P 2(F (YC),Z(1)). Here the pairing
on the LHS is the usual Poincaré pairing and the pairing on the RHS is the Beauville-Bogomolov form,
and P 4(YC,Z(1)) (resp. P 2(F (YC),Z)) stands for the orthogonal complement of h2 (resp. g). Note that
before we restric to primitive parts, AJ∨ is not an isometry, because h4 = 3 and g2 = 6. We also remark
that YC ⊂ P5C is smooth ample divisor, the natural map Hj(P5C,Z)→ Hj(YC,Z) is bijective for j ≤ 3.
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0. Let Y be a cubic fourfold over k with
hyperplane section h. We again denote the Fano variety of lines on Y by F (Y ) and the canonical polarization
on F (Y ) by g. Clearly, we can lift Y to a cubic fourfold YW over W . A lift YW of Y over W induces a lift
F (YW ) of F (Y ). Y is said to be supersingular if the Newton polygon of H4cris(Y/W ) is a straight line. The
incidence correspondence on Y × F (Y ) induces Abel-Jacobi maps AJ : H4
ét
(Y,Zℓ(2))
∼→ H2
ét
(F (Y ),Zℓ(1))
and AJ : H4cris(Y/W )⊗K0(2) ∼→ H2cris(F (Y )/W )⊗K0(1) which send the class of h2 to g and restrict
to isometries on the primitive parts. We are primarly concerned with the case p ≥ 7, which ensures that
H∗cris(Y/W ) and H
∗
cris(F (Y )/W ) are torsion-free (cf. [18, Rmk 6.4]). We denote the orthogonal complement
of h2 ∈ H4∗ (Y ) (∗ = dR, ℓ, cris,etc.) by P 4∗ .
Charles and Pirutka established the integral Tate conjecture for cubic fourfolds (cf. [13]). In particular,
we have
Proposition (4.5.1). (Charles-Pirutka) Let p 6= 2, 3 be a prime and Y be a supersingular cubic fourfold
over F¯p. Then for any ℓ 6= p, the cycle class map clét : Ch2(Y )num⊗Zℓ → H4ét(Y,Zℓ) is an isomorphism.
We fill in the crystalline counterpart of the above result, in analogy to (4.1.1).
Proposition (4.5.2). Let k be algebraically closed field of characteristic p ≥ 7 and Y be a supersingular
cubic fourfold over k. The map clcris : Ch
2(Y )num⊗Zp → H4cris(Y/W )F=p
2
is an isomorphism.
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Proof. We write X for F (Y ). Consider the map AJ∨ : P 6cris(X/W ) → P 4cris(Y/W ) which is given by the
Poincaré dual of AJ. Like AJ, AJ∨ is also induced by the incidence correspondence, which also induces an
map on Chow groups Ch3(X)→ Ch2(Y ).
For every j ≥ 0 set P j(X) = {b ∈ Chj(X)num : b∪g4−j = 0} and P j(Y ) = {a ∈ Chj(Y )num : a∪h4−j =
0}. Note that since h4 = 3 is prime to p, Ch2(Y )num splits into an orthogonal direct sum Wh2 ⊕ P 2(Y ).
Therefore, it suffices to show that P 2(Y )⊗Zp → P 6cris(Y/W )F=p
2
is an isomorphism. First, we remark
that AJ∨ restricts to a map P 3(X) → P 2(Y ). Indeed, for any b ∈ Ch3(Y )num and a ∈ Ch2(X)num,
AJ∨(b) ∪ a = AJ(a) ∪ b. Therefore, if b ∈ P 3(Y ), then AJ∨(b) ∪ h2 = AJ(h2) ∪ b = g ∪ b = 0.
Now we have a diagram
P 3(X)⊗Zp P 2(Y )⊗Zp
P 6cris(X/W (3))
F=1 P 4cris(Y/W (2))
F=1
,
so it suffices to show that the bottom arrow is an isomorphism, or equivalently, Ch3(X)num⊗Zp →
H6cris(Y/W (3))
F=1 is an isomorphism. Consider the following diagram:
Ch1(X)⊗Zp Ch3(X)⊗Zp
H2cris(X/W (1))
F=1 H6cris(X/W (3))
F=1
∪g2
∪g2
The left vertical arrow is an isomorphism by (4.1.1). Therefore, it suffices to show that the bottom horizontal
arrow is an isomorphism, for which it suffices to show ∪g2 : H2cris(F (Y )/W ) → H6cris(F (Y )/W ) is an
isomorphism of W -modules. Since the Poincaré pairing H2cris(F (Y )/W )×H6cris(F (Y )/W )→W is perfect,
we only need to show that the pairing H2cris(F (Y )/W )
⊗2 → W defined by (x, y) 7→ x ∪ y ∪ g2 is perfect.
Since qX(g) = 6 and 6 ∈ W× H2cris(F (Y )/W ) splits into an orthogonal direct sum Wg ⊕ P 2cris(F (Y )/W ).
We claim that (x, y) 7→ x ∪ y ∪ g2 defines a perfect pairing for both Wg and P 2cris(X/W ). For the former,
this follows from g4 = λ2qX(g)2 = 108. For the latter, this pairing is perfect because it differs from the
restriction of qX to P 2cris(X/W ) by a scalar in W
×.
Proof of Theorem 6. There is a Kuga-Satake period map for cubic fourfolds ( [32, 6.13]). Let L be the
primitive lattice of a cubic fourfold, which is isomorphic to
U⊕2 ⊕ E⊕28 ⊕
[
2 1
1 2
]
(15)
where U and E8 are as introduced in (2.1.1). Let CFZ(p) be the moduli stack of cubic fourfolds over Z(p).
There is a period morphism ρ : C˜FZ(p) → S adK0 (L), where C˜FZ(p) is an orientation double cover of C˜FZ(p) .
(3.3.4) holds verbatim when P 2∗ is replaced by P
4
∗ (∗ = dR, ℓ, cris,etc.)
Choose an isomorphism K¯0∼=C. Choose liftings YW , Y ′W of Y, Y ′ such that ψ preserves the induced
Hodge filtrations. By the same proof of (4.3.5), there exists a Hodge isomorphism ψ(C) : H2(Y ′W (C),Z)
∼→
H2(YW (C),Z) which is compatible with ψ in the obvious sense. In fact, one first produces an rational
absolutely Hodge isomorphism ψ(C) : H2(Y ′W (C),Z(p))
∼→ H2(YW (C),Z(p)) and show that it preserves the
integral structures using (4.5.1). By the Torelli theorem for cubic fourfolds (cf. [57], see also [10]), ψ(C)
is induced by an isomorphism fC : YW (C)
∼→ YW (C) which preserves the hyperplane sections. Clearly fC
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induces an isomorphism F (fC) : F (YW (C))
∼→ F (Y ′W (C)). By [37, Thm. 2] again, F (fC) specializes to an
isomorphism F (f) : F (Y ) ∼→ F (Y ′). Note that F (fC) and F (f) preserve hyperplane sections induced by
Plücker embeddings. By [10, Prop. 4], F (f) is induced by an isomorphism f : Y ∼→ Y ′.
Remark (4.5.3). Our arguments will have to go through Fano varieties of lines because Mumford-
Matsusaka’s theorem cannot be applied directly to cubic fourfolds—they may be rational, hence ruled.
Unlike Theorem 4, Theorem 6 is restricted to the k = F¯p because we do not know whether (4.5.1) holds for
a general algebraically closed field. In fact, only ℓ = 2, 3 may cause a problem, because these are the primes
dividing qX(g) = 6. Otherwise, one can just carry out the arguments in (4.5.2) for étale cohomology. We
do conjecture that (4.5.1) is true for a general algebraically closed field, based on the crystalline variational
Tate conjecture (cf. [42, Conj. 0.1]).
(4.5.4) Let k be an algebraically closed field in characterstic p ≥ 7. Let Y be a supersingular cubic
fourfold over k. Since the Abel-Jacobi map induces an isometry P 4cris(Y/W (1))
∼→ P 2cris(F (Y )/W ), and
H4cris(Y/W )
∼=Wh2⊕P 4cris(Y/W ), H4cris(Y/W (1)) has the structure of a supersingular K3 crystal. Therefore,
we can freely make use of results in [45]. In particular, the Zp lattice Ch
2(Y )num⊗Zp∼=H4cris(Y/W )F=p
2
has discriminant (Z/pZ)2σ for some σ ≥ 1 (cf. [45, Prop. 3.13]). We call σ the Artin invariant of Y and if
σ = 1, we say that Y is superspecial.
We will use the theory of complex multiplication to produce superspecial cubic fourfolds, in the spirit
of Honda-Tate theory. First, we make a preliminary definition.
Definition (4.5.5). The transcendental lattice of a cubic fourfold YC (resp. K3 surface XC), which we
denoted by T (YC) (resp. T (XC)), is the orthogonal complement of the H0,0 part in H4(YC,Z(2)) (resp.
H2(XC,Z(1)). YC (resp. XC) is said to have complex multiplication (CM) if the Mumford-Tate group
MT(T (YC)) (resp. MT(XC)) is commuative.
The following lemma gives a sufficient condition for a cubic fourfold to be superspecial.
Lemma (4.5.6). Suppose YC is complex cubic fourfold such that rankT(YC) = 2 and p is prime to
|disc(T (YC))|. Let k be an algebraically closed field over Fp. Suppose Y is a supersingular cubic fourfold
over k such that for some finite flat extension V of W , there exists a lift YV of Y over V and for some
embedding V →֒ C, YV⊗C∼= YC. Then Y has Artin invariant 1.
Proof. There is an isometric injection Ch2num(YC) →֒ Ch2num(Y ). Since p is prime to |disc(T (YC))| and
H4(YC,Z) is self-dual, Ch
2
num(YC)⊗Zp is self dual. Therefore, the Tate module H4cris(Y/W )F=p
2
admits
a self-dual sublattice of corank 2. By [45, Prop. 3.13], H4cris(Y/W )
F=p2 is of the form T1 ⊕ pT0 for some
perfect Zp-lattices T0, T1 and rankT0 = 2σ ≥ 2. Therefore, σ has to be 1.
Lemma (4.5.7). For every quadratic imaginary field E, there exists a complex cubic fourfold YC such that
EndHdgT (YC)Q = E and F (YC)∼=X [2]C for some complex K3 surface XC.
Proof. Set d = 14. Let Cmard be the moduli space of marked special cubic fourfolds of discriminant d
(cf. [20, Sect. 5.2]). By [20, Thm 1.0.2], there is an open immersion ι from Cmard to the moduli space of
polarized K3 surfaces of degree d. If the moduli point of a cubic fourfold YC is sent to that of a polarized
K3 surface (XC, ξC), then there is an isomorphism of Hodge structures T (YC(1))∼=T (XC). In particular,
YC has CM by E if and only if XC does. By [49, Cor. 3.8.3], the set of polarized K3 surfaces (XC, ξC) of
degree d with CM by E is dense in its moduli. Therefore, the set of cubic fourfolds with CM is also dense
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in Cmard . By [20, Thm. 1.0.3], F (YC) is the Hilbert scheme of some K3 surface for a generic choice of YC
parametrized by Cmard .
Lemma (4.5.8). Let d ∈ Z>0 be any positive integer. For all but finitely many p which is inert in Q(
√−d),
there exists a supersingular cubic fourfold Y over F¯p with Artin invariant 1 such that Φ : X [2]
∼→ F (Y ) for
some supersingular K3 surface X.
Proof. Let E := Q(
√−d) and let YC be a cubic fourfold such that EndHdgT (YC)Q = E and F (YC)∼=X [2]C
for some K3 surface XC. Let C˜FQ be the orientation double cover of the moduli stack of cubic fourfolds
over Q and ρ : C˜FQ → ShadK0(L) be the Kuga-Satake period morphism, where L is the lattice in (15)
(cf. [32, Sect. 6.13]). Let s ∈ C˜FQ(C) be a point which corresponds to YC. Then ρ(s) ∈ ShadK0(L)(C) is
a special point with reflex field E. Let t ∈ ShK0(L)(C) be a point which maps to ρ(s). Let AC be the
fiber over t of the universal abelian scheme over SK0(L), i.e., the Kuga-Satake abelian variety for YC.
Choose a polarization of XC and apply the similar construction to XC, we obtain a Kuga-Satake abelian
variety BC for XC. By Morrison’s computation (cf. [22, Prop. 4.3.3]) and the theory of Kummer lattices
(cf. [22, Rmk 14.3.22]), AC and BC are both isogenous to a power of EC for an elliptic curve E with CM by
E.
Since AC and BC correspond to special points with reflex field E on spin Shimura varieties, AC, BC,
and hence YC and XC all descend to some finite extension F of E. Denote their F -models by A,B, Y,X .
The main point of the Kuga-Satake construction is that there are natural Gal(F¯ /F )-equivariant inclusions
P 4
ét
(YF¯ ,Qℓ(2)) ⊂ EndH1ét(AF¯ ,Qℓ) and P 2ét(XF¯ ,Qℓ(1)) ⊂ EndH1ét(BF¯ ,Qℓ). (16)
Up to extending F , we may assume that A,B are isogenous to powers of an F -model E of EC and the
isomorphism YC∼=X [2]C descends to F . Let OF be the ring of integers of F . For some open subscheme
U ⊂ SpecOF Y , A,B,X, Y, E spread to schemes A ,B,X ,Y , E over U . By the reciprocity law applied to
E , for any p ∈ SpecU above p with reside field κ(p), A⊗κ(p) and B⊗κ(p) are supersingular if and only
if p is inert in Q(
√−d). If A⊗κ(p) and B⊗κ(p) are supersingular, then so are Y ⊗κ(p) and X ⊗κ(p) by
(16). Choose an embedding κ(p) →֒ F¯p. For all but finite many p ≥ 7, there exists a place p above p such
that the isomorphism F (Y )∼=X [2] specializes to an isomorphism F (Yκ(p))∼=X [2]κ(p). Let p be such a prime.
If furthermore p does not divide |disc(T (YC))|, then by (4.5.6), YF¯p has Artin invariant 1.
Example By Shioda and Katsura’s results, we know that the Fermat cubic fourfold in characteristic p
is supersingular if and only if p ≡ −1 mod 3 (cf. [51, Thm. 2.10, Rmk. 3.8]). We explain how their results
relate to our arguments: we view the Fermat equation as defining a cubic fourfold Y over Z[1/3, eπi/3].
The quadratic form T (YC) is given by (cf. [29, Thm 1.8(1)])
−
[
6 3
3 6
]
This is a Kummer lattice which is equipped with a unique Hodge structure of K3 type (cf. [22, Sect. 14.3.4]),
so
EndHdgT (YC)Q∼=Q(
√−3).
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By the proof of (4.5.8), when p ≥ 7,4 we see that the reduction Y ⊗Fp is supersingular if and only if p is
inert in Q(
√−3) if and only if p ≡ −1 mod 3, which agrees with Shioda and Katsura’s result. (4.5.7) also
tells us that when p ≥ 7, the Fermat cubic is superspecial whenever it is supersingular.
Remark (4.5.9). Laza and Zheng studied a number of cubic fourfolds with big symmetric groups. In
particular, they gave explicit formulas of these fourfolds and their transcendental lattices (cf. [29, Thm. 1.8]).
Using these explicit formulas, one can compute the range of primes for which those cubic fourfolds have
supersingular reduction.
We write µ(S) for the Dirichlet density for a set of primes S.
Theorem (4.5.10). If S is the set of primes p such that there exists a superspecial cubic fourfold over F¯p,
then µ(S) = 1.
Proof. Let r be any number and Πr = {p1, · · · , pr} be any set of r primes. Consider the set of primes
S(Πr) := {p is inert in Q(
√−pi) for some pi ∈ Πr}
Then µ(S(Πr)) = 1 − 2r (cf. [59, Lem. 4.10], χp(·) stands for the Legrendre symbol ( ·p ) in loc. cit.). By
(4.5.8), µ(S) ≥ µ(S(Πr)). Since r can be arbitrarily large, µ(S) = 1.
A Formal Brauer Groups, Serre’s Witt Vector Cohomology, and Line Bundles
Let Y be a smooth proper variety over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 0. Assume that
H1(OY ) = H3(OY ) = 0, i.e., h0,1 = h0,3 = 0. Then the work of Artin and Mazur tells us that the formal
Brauer group BˆrY is pro-represented by a smooth formal Lie group over k. Moreover, there are natural
isomorphism Lie(BˆrY )∼=H2(OY ) and D(Bˆr∗Y )∼=H2(Y,W (OY )) (cf. [3, Sect. II.4])5. Here we are making
use of Serre’s Witt vector cohomology.
In this appendix, we give an exposition of the proof of [54, Prop. 10.3], in order to show that it holds
in the following generality:
Proposition A.1. Let Y be a smooth proper variety over k such that h0,1 = h3,0 = 0, h1,0 = 0, h0,2 = 1
and the height h of BˆrY is finite. Then the map d log : NS(Y )⊗Zk → H1(Ω1Y ) is injective.
For the rest of the appendix, let Y be as above. Note that h0,2 = 1 implies that BˆrY is an one-
dimensional formal group over k. Let Wi = Wi(OY ) denote the sheaf Witt rings of length i. Recall that
H2(W (OY )) is defined as the limit lim←−iH
2(Wi). Denote by F :Wi →Wi, V :Wi →Wi+1, R : Wi+1 →Wi
the Frobenius, verschiebung and restriction maps. There are exact sequences of abelian sheaves 0 →
Wi−1
V→Wi R
i−1
→ OY → 0 and 0→ OY → Wi R→Wi−1 → 0. By taking cohomology of the these sequences
and making use of h0,1 = h0,3 = 0, we see that H1(Wi) = H3(Wi) = 0, and there are exact sequences
(cf. [54, Lem. 4.1,4.2,4.5]):
0→ H2(OY )→ H2(Wi) R→ H2(Wi−1)→ 0 (17)
0→ H2(Wi−1) V→ H2(Wi)→ H2(OY )→ 0 (18)
4We are working with p ≥ 7 in order to make sure that the crystalline cohomology of cubic fourfolds are torsion-free, but
it should be totally possible to prove this supersingularity statement using Shimura varieties for all primes.
5Unlike our convention, in [3] D(−) stands for the covariant Dieudonné functor, so our isomorphism differs from the one
in [3, II Cor. 4.3] by a dual.
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In particular, H2(Wi)
R→ H2(Wi−1) is surjective. Using that R commutes with V , we easily deduce
that RVH2(Wi) = V H2(Wi−1) (cf. [54, Lem 4.3]). Set H := H2(W (OY )). Because of the isomor-
phism D(Bˆr
∗
Y )
∼=H , we deduce using Dieudonné theory that h = rankH , H/V H = Lie(BˆrY )∼=H2(OY ),
dimkH/FH = h− 1, and V h−1H = FH .
Lemma A.2. ( [54, Cor. 5.2]) h = min{i ≥ 1 : H2(Wi) F→ H2(Wi) is nonzero.}
Proof. First, we remark that for every j ≤ i, since Ri−j : H2(Wi) → H2(Wj) is surjective and commutes
with F , the natural map H2(Wi)/FH2(Wi)→ H2(Wj)/FH2(Wj) is surjective (cf. [54, Lem. 4.4]).
Suppose now F is the zero map on H2(Wi). Then it must also be zero on H2(Wj) for every j ≤ i.
Since FV R = p, p annhilates H2(Wj), so that H2(Wj) is a k-vector space. By (17), dimkH2(Wj) = j.
Since H/FH always surjects to H2(Wi)/FH2(Wi), and dimkH/FH = h− 1, we deduce that i ≤ h− 1.
Conversely, we show that if i ≤ h− 1. It suffices to show the statement for i = h− 1, in which case the
we have FH2(Wh−1) = V h−1H2(Wh−1) = Rh−1V h−1H2(Wh−1) = V h−1H2(W0) = 0.
As a corollary to the above lemma, we deduce that (cf. [54, Cor. 5.6])
dimk ker(H
2(Wi)
F→ H2(Wi)) = min(i, h− 1). (19)
Again, since FV R = p, the above kernel is indeed a k-vector space. The above lemma already tells us
that (19) is true if i ≤ h − 1. To see the other half, note that H ∼=D(Bˆr∗Y ) has a W -basis of the form
{w, V w, · · · , V h−1w}. Let i be any number and w¯ be the image of w in H2(Wi). F = 0 on H2(Wi) if and
only if F (w¯) = 0. For any j ≤ i, we have F (RjV jw¯) = V j(F (Rjw¯)) = 0 if and only if F (Rjw¯) = 0, as V j
is injective by (18). If i ≥ h− 1, F (Rjw¯) = 0 excatly when j ≥ i− (h− 1). Hence we have (19).
Let Bi be the subsheaves of ΩY defined inductively as follows: B0 = 0, B1 = dOY , Bi+1 = C−1Bi,
where C : ΩY,closed → ΩY is the Cartier operator (cf. [54, Sect. 6]).
Lemma A.3. (cf. [54, Thm 6.1]) dimH1(Bi) = h− 1 for i ≥ h− 1.
Proof. Serre constructed maps Di : Wi → Bi which induces isomorphisms of abelian sheavesWi/FWi∼=Bi
(cf. [54, (4)]). Since H1(Wi) = H3(Wi) = 0, the exact sequence 0→ Wi F→ Wi → Wi/FWi → 0 gives rise
to an exact sequence
0→ H1(Wi/FWi)→ H2(Wi) F→ H2(Wi)→ H2(Wi/FWi)→ 0. (20)
Now the lemma follows from A.2 and (19).
From now on we consider maps βn : H1(Bn)→ H1(Ω1Y ) induced by the inclusion Bn ⊂ Ω1Y . Note that
Bn is a subsheaf of Bm for every m ≥ n.
Lemma A.4. ( [54, Cor. 9.2]) For every n ≥ 1, the map βn is injective.
Proof. We first prove the following claim (cf. [54, Prop. 9.1]): If for some n ≥ 0, βn is not injective, then
for all m ≥ n, βm is not injective, and dimkH1(Bm+1) < dimH1(Bm+1).
Since h1,0 = 0, H0(Bi) = 0 for every i. By taking cohomology of the exact sequence 0→ Bi → Bi+1 C
i
→
B1 → 0, we see that H1(Bi) → H1(Bi+1) is injective (cf. [54, Lem. 6.1]). This shows that when n ≤ m,
βm cannot be injective if βn is not injective.
It remains to show that if βn is not injective, then there exists a class in H1(Bn+1) which does not
come from H1(Bn). Let Ui be an affine covering of Y and let (sij ∈ Bn(Uij := Ui ∩ Uj)) be a 1-cocycle
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which represents a nontrivial class in kerβn. Since (sij) vanishes as a class in H1(Ω1Y ), there exists a
collection of ωi ∈ Ω1Y (Ui) such that sij = ωi − ωj . For every affine open U ⊆ Y , the Cartier isomorphism
gives a surjective map H0(ΩU,closed) → H0(ΩU ) with kernel the exact forms. Therefore, we can find lifts
s˜ij ∈ Bn+1(U), ω˜i ∈ ΩU,closed of sij and ωi such that for some gij ∈ OY (Uij), we have
s˜ij + dgij = w˜i − w˜j .
Note that (s˜ij+dgij) defines a 1-cocycle for the sheaf Bn+1, as dgij ∈ B1(Uij) ⊆ Bn+1(Uij). We claim that
this define a class in Bn+1 which does not come from Bn. Otherwise, we can find a 1-cocyle (tij ∈ Bn(Uij))
which represent the same class as (s˜ij + dgij), so that there are relations tij = ωˆi − ωˆj with wˆi differs
from ω˜i by an element of Bn+1(Ui). In particular, ωˆi is closed. Since Cn kills tij , Cnωˆi defines a global
1-form on Y , which must be zero by assumption. This implies that (tij) defines a trivial class in H1(Bn+1).
However, the image (tij) under the map C : H2(Bn+1) → H2(Bn) is the class defined by (sij), which is
nonzero, so we get a contradiction and the claim is now proved.
To conclude the lemma, we note that by A.3 dimH1(Bn) eventually stabilizes. Therefore, it cannot
happen that βn is not injective for some n.
Lemma A.5. (cf. [54, Prop. 10.2]) The k-span of d log(NS(Y )) intersects
⋃
nH
1(Bn) only at {0}.
Proof. We first show that d log(NS(Y )) ∩⋃nH1(Bn). Suppose not. Then there exists a minimal n such
that d log(NS(Y )) ∩H1(Bn) 6= {0}. Let Ui be an affine cover of Y and (sij) be a 1-cocyle representing a
nontrivial class in the intersection. Then there exists a 1-cocycle of the form d log fij for fij ∈ OY (Uij)×
such that d log fij = sij + ωi − ωj for some ωi ∈ ΩY (Ui). Note that d log fij is a closed form which is
invariant under the Cartier operator C. As in the proof of the preceeding lemma, we can find lifts s˜ij
and w˜i which map to sij and ωi under C such that d log fij = s˜ij + ω˜i − ω˜j. Note that s˜ij defines a
class which does not come from H1(Bn) because sij does not come from a class in H1(Bn−1). Therefore,
s˜ij − sij = (ωi − ω˜i)− (ωj − ω˜j) defines a nonzero element in kerβn, which contradicts A.5.
Let W be the k-span of d log(NS(Y )) in H1(Ω1Y ). Suppose W ∩ (
⋃
n≥1H
1(Bn)) 6= {0}. Then we
can choose a nonzero element
∑r
ν=1 aνd log(Lν) ∈
⋃
nH
1(Bn) such that r is minimal. By the preceeding
paragraph, r ≥ 2. We may assume a1 = 1. Minimality of r implies that aν 6∈ Fp for ν ≥ 2. For some n
and 1-cocycle (sij) of Bn, we find an equation
d log f
(1)
ij +
r∑
ν=2
aνf
(ν)
ij = sij + ωi − ωj . (21)
Apply the inverse Cartier operator as before, we find
d log f
(1)
ij +
r∑
ν=2
apνf
(ν)
ij = s˜ij + ω˜i − ω˜j (22)
which lifts (21). By substracting (21) from (22), we obtain a nonzero element in W expressed as a k-linear
combination of fewer than r elements in d logNS(Y ), contradicting the minimality of r.
Now we are ready to prove (A.1). We keep using notations from the above proof.
Proof. Suppose there is a relation
∑r
ν=1 aνd log(Lν) = ωi−ωj with nonzero aν ∈ k such that r is minimal.
The preceeding lemma tells us that r ≥ 2. Assume a1 = 1. Minimality of r forces aν/aµ 6∈ Fp for ν 6= µ.
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Applying the inverse Cartier operator as before, we get
dgij + d log f
(1)
ij +
r∑
ν=2
d log f
(2)
ij = w˜i − ω˜j (23)
with gij ∈ OY (Uij). If (dgij) defines the zero class in H1(Ω1Y ), then we can find a shorter relation,
contradicting the minimality of r. But then (dgij) defines a nonzero class in H1(B1)∩W , which contradicts
the preceeding lemma.
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